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June 9, 2017 

RE: ICE FOIA Case Number 2016-ICFO-20952 

Freedom of Information Act Office 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
500 12th St SW, Stop 5009 
Washington, DC 20536 

U.S. Immigration 
and Customs 
Enforcement 

This letter is the final response to your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request to U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), dated February 13, 2016. You have requested 
copies of the following records: 

a copy of the four most recent annual ICE User Fee Study(ies) 

ICE has considered your request under the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552. 

A search of the ICE Office of Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) for records 
responsive to your request produced 110 pages that are responsive to your request. After review 
of those documents, I have determined that O pages will be released in their entirety. Portions of 
110 pages will be withheld pursuant to Exemptions of the FOIA as described below. 

ICE has applied FOIA Exemptions to protect from disclosure 

ICE has applied FOIA Exemptions 6 and 7(C) to protect from disclosure the names, e-mail 
addresses, and phone numbers of DHS employees contained within the documents. 

FOIA Exemption 6 exempts from disclosure personnel or medical files and similar files the 
release of which would cause a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. This requires a 
balancing of the public's right to disclosure against the individual's right to privacy. The privacy 
interests of the individuals in the records you have requested outweigh any minimal public 
interest in disclosure of the information. Any private interest you may have in that information 
does not factor into the aforementioned balancing test. 

FOIA Exemption 7(C) protects records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
that could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
This exemption takes particular note of the strong interests of individuals, whether they are 
suspects, witnesses, or investigators, in not being unwarrantably associated with alleged criminal 
activity. That interest extends to persons who are not only the subjects of the investigation, but 
those who may have their privacy invaded by having their identities and information about them 



revealed in connection with an investigation. Based upon the traditional recognition of strong 
privacy interest in law enforcement records, categorical withholding of information that 
identifies third parties in law enforcement records is ordinarily appropriate. As such, I have 
determined that the privacy interest in the identities of individuals in the records you have 
requested clearly outweigh any minimal public interest in disclosure of the information. Please 
note that any private interest you may have in that information does not factor into this 
determination. 
ICE has applied FOIA Exemption 7(E) to protect from disclosure internal agency names 
contained within the document. 

FOIA Exemption 7(E) protects records compiled for law enforcement purposes, the release of 
which would disclose techniques and/or procedures for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if 
such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. I have 
determined that disclosure of certain law enforcement sensitive information contained within the 
responsive records could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. Additionally, 
the techniques and procedures at issue are not well known to the public. 

If you are not satisfied with the response to this request, you have the right to appeal following 
the procedures outlined in the DHS regulations at 6 C.F.R. § 5.9. Should you wish to do so, you 
must send your appeal and a copy of this letter, within 90 days of the date of this letter, to: 

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
Office of the Principal Legal Advisor 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
500 12th Street, S.W., Mail Stop 5900 
Washington, D.C. 20536-5900 

Your envelope and letter should be marked "FOIA Appeal." Copies of the FOIA and DHS 
regulations are available at www.dhs.gov/foia. 

Provisions of the FOIA and Privacy Act allow us to recover part of the cost of complying with 
your request. In this instance, because the cost is below the $14 minimum, there is no charge. 1 

If you need any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of your request, please 
contact the FOIA office and refer to FOIA case number 2016-ICFO-20952. You may send an e
mail to ice-foia@ice.dhs.gov, call toll free (866) 633-1182, or you may contact our FOIA Public 
Liaison in the same manner. Additionally, you have a right to right to seek dispute resolution 
services from the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) which mediates disputes 
between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. If 
you are requesting access to your own records (which is considered a Privacy Act request), you 
should know that OGIS does not have the authority to handle requests made under the Privacy 
Act of 1974. You may contact OGIS as follows: Office of Government Information Services, 
National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, 

1 6 CFR § 5.ll(d)(4). 
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
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U.S. Immigration 
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Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-
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Executive summary 

For fiscal year (FY) 2012, ICE identified a total of $161,712,968 in user fee-related costs to be reimbursed from the 

Immigration User Fee Account (IDEA). The following table shows the cost incurred by each phase of the 

Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

Table 1: ICE total cost, ICE total workload, IUFA workload, and IUFA cost by Immigration Enforcement 
Lifecycle phase 

I O Investigate 
Office or 
International Affairs 

1.0 Invest arate 
Office or Intellicence 

1.0 In% estioate 
Office or 
Investications 

2.0 Identify 

3fi Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 Non-Detain 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Depreciation 

Total 

0.00% 

	

12.98% 	S12,641.050 

	

3.528r 	544,715.534 

	

0.32% 	53,081,577 

	

1.9355 	81,141,021 

	

2.8555 	S64,748.783 

	

3.1255 	83,555,524 

	

4.5255 	S2I,262.535 

	

1.4555 	87,153,521 

$158,269,246 

	

2.6855 	S3,443.722 

$161,712,968 

I  01A does not have HATA workload in the Investigate phase. However. 01A does have costs in other phases and 
does receive a reimbursement from ILTA. 
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I Intnttltiction and background 

This report presents a summary of the Department of Homeland Security (DI-IS). Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE), Office of Budget and Program Performance (OBPP) FY 2012 Immigration User Fee Account 
(IUFA) cost study. 

The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) imposes user fees for travelers arriving in the United States by a 

commercial vessel or commercial aircraft, one of which is the Immigration User Fee. Currently the Immigration 
litter Fee is set at $7 for passengers arriving via all air or sea port of entry (POE) when the trip originated abroad, 

and $3 for passengers arriving at a sea port of entry when the trip originated in the United States, Mexico, or 
Canada. These fees are collected by the commercial entity providing the transportation and deposited into the 

Immigration User Fee Account (lUFA) to cover the costs of ICE and CBP activities. The INA requires recurring 
reviews to determine whether the user fees are in fact covering the full costs of IUFA-related activities. These 

reviews focus on two central tasks: (I) identifying all of the user fee activities that ICE performs related to aliens 

attempting or avoiding entry at an air and sea POE and (2) accurately quantifying the costs of user fee-related 
activities. ICE conducts these reviews at the end of each fiscal year, as well as smaller quarterly reviews. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) provide law enforcement 

support to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States through air and sea ports of entry, or 
avoiding air and sea ports of entry. At air and sea ports of entry. CBP inspectors conduct immigration inspections. If 

an alien passes inspection with bona fide documents, the alien is admitted into the United States. If an alien fails an 
inspection, CBP inspectors identify the alien and determine the alien's immigration status. CRP inspectors will then 

take one of three actions: 

	

) 	remove the alien through the expedited removal process; 

	

2 ) 	remove the alien through the voluntary return process: 

	

3) 	turn the alien over to ICE custody. 

Each year, several thousand passengers are identified at air and sea ports of entry by CBP, turned over to ICE, and 
processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. ICE is also permitted to request reimbursement for 

aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at air or sea ports of entry and charged under Section 1182(a) 

of the US Code. In addition, if aliens enter the United States using false documents, they are investigated by ICE 
and, if caught, are processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. Currently the user fee collections are 

split between ICE and CBP—ICE receives 17.37 percent and CBP receives 82.63 percent. More detail on the user 
fee, reimbursable workload, and the cost study is in Section 1.1 in the Appendix. 

2 The Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 

ICE follows the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting and uses the ICE Managerial Cost Accounting (MCA) 

Model to determine full costs of IUFA-related activities in each phase of the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle.2  

The ICE MCA comprehensively aligns all of ICE's expenses, including all obligation and expenditure transactions 

for all fund codes applicable to the fiscal year, to ICE's operational phases and processes. ICE identifies seven 
phases which define all activities and mission operations. 'Ole "Identify" through "Remove" phases are collectively 

referred to as the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle, encompassing ICE's administrative immigration enforcement 

2  Refer to the MCA Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for further details on the ICE MCA model. 
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activities. The Investigate phase stands alone and encompasses ICE's criminal enforcement activities, though aliens 

are often identified and arrested as a result of a criminal investigation. 

These phases are described below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle phases and descriptions 

1.0 Investigate 	 Investigating individuals suspected of violating immigration 
laws 

2.0 Identity 
	

Verifying the location and identity of inadmissible aliens 

3.0 Arrest 
	

Placing inadmissible aliens under arrest 

4.0 Detain 
	

Detaining inadmissible aliens while they await legal 
proceedings (if applicable) or removal 

5.0 Non-Detain 
	

Case management used to release inadmissible aliens while 
they await legal proceedings or removal 

6.0 Process 
	

ICE's legal representation of the United States during 
inadmissible aliens legal proceedings 

7.0 Remove 
	

Removing inadmissible aliens from the United States 

Following the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting, ICE identifies costs as direct, indirect, or general and 

administrative (G&A), and allocates them to activities and phases in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. In FY 

2012, ICE's total costs were S5,911,699,216. 

The costs of user fee-related activities represent a percentage of ICE's overall agency operational costs. First. ICE 

determines its total costs and workload, and then identifies the specific workload in each phase generated by 1UFA 

aliens. IUFA aliens fall into two categories: 

• Those who paid the Immigration User Fee and were inspected at air and sea ports of entry (referred to in 
this document as "ISP aliens") 

• Those who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 
Section 1182(a) of the US Code (referred to as "1182(a) aliens") 

The cost study takes the IUFA-related workload in each phase as a percentage of total workload and applies those 

percentages to the total costs of each phase. 
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!UFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 
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Figure 1: IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle process diagram 
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3 ICE programs performing ILJFA activities 

ICE claims reimbursement for workload related to two types of aliens: aliens identified at commercial air and sea 

ports of entry (POE) ('lSP aliens") and aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE 

and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code and are not front the Americas ("1182(a) aliens"). 

There are five ICE directorates and programs that perform IUFA-related activities throughout the Investigate phase 

and the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle: Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Office of Investigations (01), 

HSI Office of Intelligence (Intel), HSI Office of International Affairs (01A), Enforcement and Removal Operations 

(ER0), and the Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA). 

Table 3: Directorates and programs performing IUFA-related activities 

HSI 01 

1151 Intel 

1.0 In estigate • Investigating aliens identified at air and sea 
POI: (ISP aliens) 

• Creating intelligence reports disseminated to 
C'BP, other ICE offices, and the National 
Targeting Center to support pre-inspection and 
inspection activities at air and sea POE 

HSI 0IA 	 2.0 I denti lly 	 • 	Identifying aliens 'v ho are determined to have 

1151 Intel 	 avoided inspection at an air or sea POI:, are 

1151 01 	
inadmissible under Section I 182(a) 01 the LS 
Code, and are not from the Americas ( 1182(a) 

IIRO 	 aliens) 
DPI A 

1151 01 	 3.0 Arrest 	 • 	Apprehending I tilIA aliens 

HSI 01A 	 • Taking [UFA aliens into custody who were 

IIRO 	 identified or arrested at air and sea POE 

HSI OIA 	 4 De 	 • 	Detaining I ()FA aliens including bed space.. 

iRI) 	 food, health carc 

()PTA 

PT RD 	 5.0 Non-Detain 	 • 	Releasing IULA aliens on bond or managing 
the Al ternatives to Detention (Al I)) program 

1151 OIA 	 6.0 Process 	 • 	Representing and supporting the government's 

IIRO 	 immigration court case with respect to IUFA 

DPI A 	
aliens 

HSI 01A 	 7.0 Remove 	 • 	Renio ing 'UFA aliens 140111 the United States 

ERO 

()PTA 
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Below is a detailed description of the IUFA activities each directorate or program supports. 

	

3.1 	I lomeland Security Investigations Office of Investigations (01) 

The Office of Investigations (01) conducts investigations that protect the U.S. by deterring, interdicting, and 

investigating threats arising from the movement of people. and goods into and out of the United States. 01 may 

investigate and arrest suspected criminal aliens. 

	

3.2 	I lomeland Sccurih Investigations Office of Intelligence (Intel) 

The Office of Intelligence (Intel) works with 01. ERO. and CHP to collect and analyze intelligence, produce leads, 

and disseminate intelligence back to these organizations in the form of intelligence products. Intel is primarily 

involved in assisting 01, ERO, and CBP with collecting and analyzing information and intelligence regarding 

specific targets identified before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

	

3.3 	liomeland Sectirih III estigations — Office or Internalional Affairs (01 k) 

OR is involved throughout the immigration enforcement lifecycle, assisting in investigations of suspected criminals 

overseas, making arrests, assisting with repatriation, and negotiating and obtaining travel documents from the 

inadmissible or removable aliens' country of citizenship. 

	

3.4 	Enforcement and Removal Operations (FR)) 

Key elements of ERO's enforcement mission are to apprehend removable aliens, to detain these individuals when 

necessary, and to remove illegal aliens from the United States. If CBP turns an alien over to ICE custody, ICE picks 

up the alien from CBP, apprehends the alien, and then makes a detention determination. ICE can either book the 

alien into a detention facility or release the alien on a detention alternative program (i.e., ATD, bond). 

ICE is responsible for providing aliens with detention services and care such as medical services, bed space, and 

case management. The responsibility begins when a detainee is brought into ICE custody and continues until an 

alien is released or removed from the. United States. To remove an alien from the United States, ICE coordinates all 

travel documents, logistics, and transportation necessary to send the alien back to his or her country of citizenship. 

	

3.5 	Office of Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) 

OPLA is responsible for litigating all immigration violation cases that are put before an immigration judge. OPLA 

attorneys prepare cases, attend hearings, advise ERO and HSI, respond to appeals, and file motions. Attorney case 

preparation typically involves reviewing the Notice to Appear (ISTA). acquiring any relevant criminal records, 

analyzing evidence, and preparing briefs and testimony for court hearings. 

4 IUFA cost study methodology 

ICE applies a consistent methodology for each phase of the IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle in order to 

determine what portion of the total phase cost is reimbursable from the IUFA. This section will describe the steps in 

the methodology. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

5 IUF1 cost study results 

This section will explain the IUFA cost study results for each phase in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

5.1 	Ins esligale phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Investigate phase 

The total cost of the Investigate phase is the (h1(71(P1 

Table 4: Total cost in Investigate phase 

OR S 181.223.252 

Intel 597.4243356 

01 S1,270,313,141 

dotal S1,548,961,050 

01 also makes criminal arrests and administrative apprehensions of aliens and  therefore has costs in the Arrest 

phase. However, because 01's entire workload is captured in the  (b)(7)(  hours posted—including hours spent 

making arrests—OR MCA costs from (b)(7)(E)  
(b)(7)(E) 
	

This allows ICE to accurately calculate the percentage of their total workload and total 

osts related to IUFA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Investigate phase 

01 executes investigations within case categories that are tracked in the  (b)(7)(E) 	module. 

0I's operational outputs are the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent 

investigating cases (luring the fiscal year 

Intel's operational outputs are intelligence products and their workload is the number of intelligence products 

produced during the fiscal year. 
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01A also executes investigations within case categories that are tracked o4(M(7)(F) Their operational outputs are 

the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent supporting investigations. 

Table 5: Total workload in Investigate phase 

01A 
	

513,021 hours 

Intel 
	

1.210 products 

01 
	

I2409,315 hours 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Investigate phase 

ICE identifies IUFA workload as the number of hours that 01 spends investigating cases with a nexus to air and sea 

POE and the number of Intel intelligence products that contain information regarding specific targets identified 

before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

Prior to turning over an alien encountered at an air or sea POE to ICE. CBP completes a Search. An'est, and Seizure 

(SAS) incident report within thd (b)(7)(E) 	In the report, the CBI 

officer must  (b)(7)(E) 	field with  (b)(7)(E) 	ICE 

picks up the alien and initiates a case within  (h)(7 )(F  Personnel post hours worked to case categories in 

and 	(b)(7)(E) he SAS incident report to the appropriate case. 01 runs a report to determine the number of hours 

spent in the fiscal year on each investigative case category where the conveyance type is (MUFF) 

Intel analysts produce intelligence reports and post hours worked in owever, these hours are not linked to 

ox with a check if the report is 11.1FA- 

  

individual arrest records. In their reports, the analyst must (m(7)(p) 

(b)(7 

related or leave it blank if the report is not IUFA-related 

fieni (b)(7) 

(b)(71(E) 

01A can also search for IUFA workload the same way that 01 does. However, in previous years OIA's IUFA-

related workload has been very small; for the purposes of this cost study it is assumed to be zero. 

Table 6: IUFA workload in Investigate phase 

0 hours (assumed) 

157 products 

436,813 hours 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Investigate phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

(b)(7)(E) 

Pave I 0 0130 
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Table 7: IUFA cost in Investigate phase 

OR 

Intel 

01 

Total 

S181.223,252 

597, 424,656 

51.270, 313 141 

ST548.961,050 

513.021 hours 

1,210 products 

12.409315 
hour!: 

0 hours 
(assumed) 

157 products 

372.722 hours 

0.00% 

12.98% 

3.52% 

S-

S12.641,050 

544.715.534 

$57,356,584 

Wein ilphase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 8: Total cost in Identify phase 

li40 S279,700.577 

01A S4,284.410 

InteI S2,991.088 

01 S656,279.642 

OPI A 515.499.921 

Total $958,755,670 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Identify phase 

The total workload in the Identify phase is (b)(7)(E) 

Table 9: Total workload in Identify phase 

Identifi cations 	 823.859 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Identify phase 

ICE identifies I182(a) workload as the number of identifications of aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US 

Code who arc not from the Americas. ICE does not claim reimbursement for ISP aliens because CBP makes the 

identification at air and sea POEs. 

Table 10: IUFA workload in Identify phase 

Identificati 011S 	 2,648 
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Step 4: Apply ILFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table II: IUFA cost in Identify phase 

I 20 S279 700,577 S898,997 

014 S4.284,440 813,770 

Intel 82.99 40S3 59.6 13 

01 S656.279,642 S2.109,376 

OPLA SI5,499.921 S49,8I8 

Total 823.859 	 2,648 
5958,755,670 

identifica lions 	iden Iiilea lions 
0.32% $3.081,577 

5.3 
	

krrest phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 12: Total cost in Arrest phase 

ER() 854,978,784 

IA S1,684.345 

Mal S56,663,130 

Recall that, in the MCA, 01 also has Arrest phase costs, but these have been moved to the Investigate phase to more 

accurately calculate the percentage of their total costs related to ILTA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Arrest phase 

The total workload for the Arrest phase is a combination of: 

• Arrests made by non-ICE 1)1-IS programs (i.e., OW and USClIS) and turned over to ICE 

• ICE arrests in that fiscal year 

ICE counts DHS arrests made by non-ICE programs and turned over to ICE by counting the number of detention 

book-ins these arrests generate. Even though another agency made the arrest, ICE incurs costs in the Arrest phase 

Fr transferring custody of the alien from the other program to an ICE processing or detention facility. 
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Table 13: Total workload in Arrest phase 

NOli-ICE arrests 
turned over to ICE in 
FY 2012 

ICE arrests inRi 
2012 

Total 

232.020 

310.615 

542,635 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Arrest phase 

ICE identifies ISP workload as the number of arrests made with an "apprehension method code of "ISP" (for 

"Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). 

This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a 

current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the 

alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as the number of ar 
	

d under 	in 1182(a) of the US Code 

who are not from the Americas. 

The count of both ISP aliens and 1182(a) aliens includes non-ICE arrests turned over to ICE in FY 2012, prior ICE 

arrests hooked in in FY 2012, and ICE arrests in FY 2012. 

Table 14: IUFA workload in Arrest phase 

An cads 
	

10.927 

Step 4: Apply IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 15: IUFA cost in Arrest phase 

ERO 	554.978.784 

OR 	S1.684, 345 

tidal 	$56, 663.130 
542,635 	 10.927 
arrests 	 arrests 

81.107.103 

533,917 

2.01% 	SI,I41.021 

5.4 	Detain phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Table 16: Total cost in Detain phase 

ER() 52.247.982.307 

OR 5695.371 

OPLA 521,736.793 

otal 52,270,414,472 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Detain phase 

The total workload for the Detain phase is the number of days aliens spend in detention during that fiscal year. 

Aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. Ilan alien is booked into 

detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are counted. 

Table 12: Total workload in Detain phase 

Detention days 	 13,710,791 

Step 3: Calculate the ILFA workload of the Detain phase 

ICE identifies ISP Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens with an "apprehension 

method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the ''current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for 

"Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry. When a current program code is not 

available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens charged under 

section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

As above. aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. If an alien is 

booked into detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are 

counted. 

Table 18: IUFA workload in Detain phase 

Detention clays 
	

391,011 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 19: IUFA cost in Detain phase 

I kl) S2,247,982,307 S64,109.051 

01' 8695, 371 S19.830 

()PI A 521,730,793 5619.900 

rota! $2,270,414,472 13,710,791 	391,011 2.85% S64,748.783 
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Non-Detain Phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 20: Total cost in Non-Detain phase 

1.1(0 
	

Si 13,986.355 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Non-Detain phase 

The total workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the fiscal year 

with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives to 

Detention (ATD), bond, being released on an Order of Supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

Table 21: Total workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 95.548 
detain programs 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Non-Detain phase 

As above, the IUFA workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the 

fiscal year with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives 

to Detention (ATD), bond, being released on their own supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

ICE identifies ISP Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs in that fiscal year attributed to 

aliens with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or 

arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry, 

which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, 

the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs for aliens charged under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 
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Table 22: IUFA workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 2,918 
detain  

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 23: IUFA cost in Non-Detain phase 

1,140 	S113,98 55 	95,548 	 2,918 	 3.12% 	53,555,524 

5.6 	Process phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 24: Total cost in Process phase 

F 120 
	

S288,556,343 

Olk 
	

5936.423 

OPLA 
	

S180,541.423 

Total 
	

$470,034,190 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Process phase 

The total workload for the Process phase is the number of events attended by aliens in FY 2012. Examples of events 

include a naster hearing, merits hearing, bond hearing, or a motion to reopen—each alien with a proceeding could 

have many events. The average number of events per alien with a proceeding is 2.24. 

Table 25: Total workload in Process phase 

Number el events 	 1,068.828 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Process phase 

ICE identifies ISP Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all antests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 
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ICE identifies 1182(3) Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section 1 I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 26: IUFA workload in Process phase 

Number of U:l'A 
events 

48.350 

Step 4: Apply IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 27: IUFA cost in Process phase 

ERO 	 5285,556.343 

IA 	 S936,423 

OP LA 	SI 80, 541 423 

Total 	$470, 034,190 
1,068,828 	 48,350 

events 	 events 

513.053,176 

542,360 

S. 166,998 

4.52% 	$21,262,535 

5.7 	Remove phase 

The Remove phase consists of the activities related to conducting post-order custody review, coordinating travel 

documents, coordinating travel logistics, transporting the alien to his or her country of citizenship, and completing 

case manageinent. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 28: Total cost in Remove phase 

F 80 S475,253,482 

IA S1,960,821 

OPI A 515.670.012 

Total $492,884,346 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Remove phase 

The total workload for the Remove phase is the number of removals in FY 2012, including voluntary returns under 

safeguards. This number excludes types of removals, such as voluntay departures, that do not incur any costs for 

ICE. 
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Table 29: Total workload in Remove phase 

Number of removals 	 384.788 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Remove phase 

ICE identifies ISP Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "1SP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections Land"). This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed aliens 

charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 30: IUFA Remove phase workload 

Number of removals 
	

5.561 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 31: IUFA cost in Remove phase 

1,12.0 	 8425)253.482 

IA 	 S I )960.821 

()P1 A 	 815,670 042 

Total 	 $492.884,346 
384,788 	 5,561 

removals 	removals 

S6,868.4I7 

828.338 

8226.465 

1.45%. 	$7,123,221 

5.8 	Depreciation 

In addition to operating expenditures associated with IUFA operations, ICE must also support the cost of capital 

assets critical to maintaining operatiiins. To calculate depreciation, ICE determined what percent of the total IUFA 

cost represents ICE's total cost, then applied this percentage to the total Depreciation. Amortization, and Depletion 

cost for the fiscal year as reported by ICE in the FY 2012 DRS Consolidated Financial Statements. 

Table 32: FY 2012 IUFA depreciation 

85.0] 1,699.216 SI58,269.246 	 2.6821, 8128.630,466 	 83,443)221 
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6 	I UFA cost by air and sea ports of entry 

In the 2012 "Annual Report: Opportunities to Reduce Duplication, Overlap and Fragmentation, Achieve Savings, 

and Enhance Revenue", the Government Accountability Office (GAO) report studied the federal user fees charged 

to air passengers and found that ICE had not reviewed its share of its air-related IUFA costs. ICE pledged to update 

its methodology to separate air and sea Immigration User Fee collections and costs. While ICE has produced user 

fce cost studies for the entire fee, including air and sea collections, this report is the first that includes air alone. 

The FYI2 cost study results show that costs at air ports of entry represented $29,632,114, or 55.4 percent of total 

ICE IUFA costs. Costs from aliens who arrived at sea ports of entry comprised $10,486,319, or 6.5 percent of total 

IUFA costs. Costs from 1182(a) aliens, who avoided air and sea ports of entry, make up the rest of thc user fce costs 

at $61,594,534. 

Because the (121(71(  system used by IISI records the method of conveyance in its seizure and arrest data, the 

accompanying HSI case hours include specific air and sea hours, which are given below in Table 32 below. 

However, intelligence products do not record whether the alien was apprehended at an air or sea port of entry. To 

attribute a an air or sea port of entry to intelligence products. ICE takes the percentage of IUFA workload related to 

an air port of entry from all other phases and multiplies it by the number of intelligence products. 

ICE's identification and apprehension data marks the point of identification and apprehension as either ISA for air or 

ISS for sea. To obtain the specific air workload for the Arrest through Remove phases, workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program ISA are counted as air workload, while workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program ISS arc counted as sea workload. 

The total workload for each phase for air and sea are given below in Table 33. 

Table 33: Air and sea ISP workload (excluding 1182(a) aliens) 

Investigate 
01 

Arrest 

Detain 

Non-Detain 

Process 

Remove 

Total 
workload 

of total air 
and sea 
workload 

Applied to 
Investigate - 
Intel 

7.719 arrests 

158.849 detention days 

457 non-detain book-outs 

24.530 events 

3,206 removals 

525,776 

89% 

140 iritellig 

602 arrests 

18,564 detention days 

94 non-detain book-outs 

2,204 events 

319 removals 

8,321 arrests 

177A13 detention days 

551 non-detain book outs 

26.734 events 

3,525 removals 

330,997 investigative hours 	41.725 in 	hours 
	

372.722 invcsLivaLivc hours 

63,510 	 589,286 

I IGO 	 1(10'11 

odi 
	

7 Intel lucency products 	157 i nell igeri cc prodt 
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457 non-detain 
49"o 

book-outs 

24.530 events 

93.548 non- 

detai n book- 

outs 

1,068,828 

events 

384.788 
3.206 removals 

(calm als 

1 otal 

S556.845 

4 24°0 	510.787.459 

0.83% 	54,I06.643 

587,723,374 

1.48% 	SI,908.740 

919,632.114 

5.0 Non-Detain 	S I 13,986 355 

6.0 Process 	 S470.031.190 

7.0 Remove 	 S492,884.346 

Subtotal 	 55,911.699,216 

Depreciation 	 SI28,630.466 
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The table below shows the air workload and costs for each phase: 

Table 34: IUFA air workload and c sts by phase 

1.0 Investigate — 

Office of 

In  

Affairs 

SI81,223.252 

513.021 

Invest igative 

hours 
hou 

1.0 Investigatc — 	 1.210 

Office of 
	

597.424.656 	intelligence 

Intelligence 	 products 

1.0 Iiivestigatc 
	

12,409 315 

Office of 
	

5 1 2703 13.141 	investigative 

I nvestigatioii 
	

hours 

2.0 Identify 	 S958,755 670 

3.0 Ai rest 	 556,663.130 	567,462 arrests 

4.0 Detain 	 S2.270,414.472 

140 

intelligence 

products 

)97 

investigative 

hours 

0 

idcnt4ications 

7,719 arrests 

158,849 

detention days 

823.859 

identifications 

13,710,791 

detention days 

I 1 59'' 	SI 1,278 667 

5333404 

0 ()fru 	 5- 

1.42% 	S806.034 

1.16% 	526,304.322 
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(b)(71(E)  
Figure 2: ICE total and IUFA costs for FY 2012 by air and sea ports of entry 

Total ICE costs in FY12 85.9 billion 

Millions of dollars 

S1800 

S1600 

$140.0 1182(a) 

38% 
$1200 

IUFA.  
$100.0 

$1617 million S80 0 	- 
NonalEA: 2.7% 

Air 
$5.75 billion S60 0 

97.3% 55% 
S40 	- 

S20 0 Sea 

810 	6% 

IUFA Costs 

7 Conclusion 

Three key factors had the biggest impact on ICE's total IUFA costs in FY12: 

• ICE included aliens inadmissible under section 1182(a) 
• ICE changed the way it counts 01's IUFA-related case hours for 01 
• ICE improved its methodology for counting IUFA aliens' legal proceedings 

These changes to the methodology are explained in greater detail in the Appendix, Section 8.1. Without any change 

in methodology—if ICE had used FY 2011 workload amounts for investigative hours and legal matters, and not 

counted 1182(a) aliens—IUFA costs would have been approximately $102.2 million. Combined, the methodology 

changer; added $59.5 million to the total reimbursable costs. 
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Figure 3: Impact of FY 2012 methodology changes on IUFA costs 
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The chart below shows the changes in identified costs year over year: 

Figure 4: IUFA costs and revenues by fiscal year 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 	lipthitos to methodology made in 1,1 21112 

The FY 2012 cost study made a number of improvements to the methods of capturing ICE operational data and 

II FA-related operational data. When calculating the percent of ICE workload that is IUFA-related, the denominator 

is typically total ICE operational workload and the numerator is the same workload, restricted to only 'UFA cases, 

which include both ISP and 1122(a) cases. 

(b)(7)(E) 

1182(a) cases are determined by finding aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the 

Americas. These aliens are assumed to have arrived in the US by avoiding inspection at commercial air and sea 

POE. 

The sections below outline the major changes and the impact on [UFA costs for the fiscal year. Section 9.1.4 gives 

more detailed methodology changes by phase. 

8.1.1 	\ 	 kinder NeCtitIll I I S2t tit uFlc UN ( ode 

For the first time in this cost study, ICE included aliens who were not identified at air and sea ports of entry, but who 

were "inadmissible under section 1182(a) [of the Immigration and Nationality Act] who has attempted illegal entry 

into the United States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry" as eligible for 'UFA 

reimbursement. ICE counted these aliens by finding aliens with a charge code of 1182(a)(6)(A)(i) who were from 

countries outside of the Americas. Their workload was included in the Identify through Remove phases. All other 

aspects of the study being equal, the inclusion of these aliens raised ILTA costs by approximately 554.3 million. 

In support of this interpretation of the INA, 'CFI's Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) states: 

(b)(5) 

8.1.2 	DI in)Ddigati)c hour. 

ICE also improved its calculation of 01's IUFA investigative hours. In previous years, 01 had only reported IUFA-

related hours for arrests and seizures made in that fiscal year. For example, if an arrest was made on September 30, 

2010 (in FY 2010), and investigative hours were posted to the case in October of 2010 (during FY 2011), neither the 
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arrest nor the case hours would be included in the data 01 reported in support of the IUFA cost study for that year. 

For this cost study, 01 searched for all arrests and seizures no matter when they were made, and for case hours 

charged in FY 2012. Because some investigations can span multiple fiscal years, this method allows ICE to count 

the full investigative workload related to IUFA during that fiscal year. All other aspects of the study being equal, the 

inclusion of these hours raised IUFA costs by approximately $26.5 million. 

Figure 5: IUFA Investigate phase workload as percent of total OI investigative hours 

4.0% 	
35% 

3.5% 

0 0% 
FY 10 FY11 	FY12 

8.1.3 	I cm] I proceedings 

The third major improvement in the cost study methodology lowered IUFA costs in the Process phase. In previous 

years, ICE used data on Process phase workload from the Department oflustice's Executive Office for Immigration 

(b)(7)(E) 

For this cost study. ICE used data from the General Counsel Electronic Management System (GEMS), OPLA's 

system of record. Instead of counting proceedings or matters, ICE counted individual legal events. In the example 

above, if an alien has one master hearing, one merits hearing, one bond hearing, and one appeal, that counts as four 

separate events. This method of counting allows before a much more granular view of ICE's total processing 

workload and IUFA-related processing workload. Revising the counting method led to a $21.3 million decrease in 

identified IUFA costs. 

Figure 6: IUFA Process phase workload as percent of total events 
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8.1 A 	Detailed inetliodoliet> ehatetes 

Table 35: Changes in IUFA cost study methodology between FY 2011 to FY 2012 

Investigate - 01 
(b)(7)(E)  (b)(7)(E) 

Investigate - Intel 

  

(b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E) 

Identify (b)(7)(E)  (b)(7)(E) 

Arrest 

 

(b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E) 
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Derain 
(b)(7)(E)  (b)(7)(E) 

 

(b)(7)(E) th)(71(F) 

Non-Detain 

 

Process 

Remove 

(b)(7)(E) 

(b)(7)(E)  

(b)(7)(E) 

(b)(7)(E) 
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8.1.5 	( out])nIi\oni  ol cost stiith 	results using baseline alltl 	\ ised 'log1111(11111100 

Table 36: Comparison of IUFA calculations using baseline and revised methodologies 

11.1FA %11JFA 1UFA cost 11JFA % [UFA 11,WA cost 
workload workload 

1.0 
1 n •e sti 	Ui ye 

Investigate - S181.223,252 
hours 

513.021 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
01A 

1.0 
Investigate - 
Intel 

S97.424.656 
Intelligence 

products 
1.210 157 12.98% SI 2.612.934 I 57 12.98% S12,641.050 

1.0 
Investigate - 
01 

S1,270.313,142 
Investigative 

hours 
12.40 	15 187,100 1.53% S19.399.861 436,813 3.57% S44„534 

10 Identify S958.755,670 Identifications 823,859 0 0.00% IS- 2.648 0.32% S3,081,577 

3.0 Arrest S56.663.130 Arrests 567,462 8,341 1.47% S833.011 10.947 1.93% 51,093.097 

4.0 Detain 52,270,414.473 Detention days 13710.791 177.412 1.29% 829.382,899 391.011 2.85% 564,748.783 

Number of 
5.0 Non- 

S1 13,986,356 aliens released 93.548 551 0.59% S671.489 2,918 3.12% S3,555,524 
Detain 

on ATD:Bond 

6.0 Process 5470,034,191 Events 1,068,828 74,100 6.93% 532,591,669 48.350 4.52% 521,262.535 

7.0 Remove 5492.884,346 RCIII0VillS 384,788 3,57 5 0.92% 54,515,956 5.561 1.45% 57,123.221 

Subtotal $100,007,821 $158,221,323 

Depreciation S2,176,033 53,442,679 

Total ll:FA 
cost 

S102,183,855 $161,664,002 
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Fee-setting process 

Customs 
user fee 

Enacted in 
1985 

5550 per passenger 

Amount set in statute 
OS/ raised on 20071 

Immigration 
user fee 

Enacted in 
1987 

S7.00 per Passenger 

Amount set in statute 
OM raised )r? 2002) 

Agriculture 
user fee 

Erected in 
1990 

55.00 per passenger 

Amount set by agency 
through regulaliOn 
f asr raised 02005., 

Congressional o erstgbi by House Ways 
and Means and Senate Finance 
Committees 

Congressional o ersight by Judiciary 
Committers Homeland Security 
Committees Ho se Ways and Means 
COnInlittee and Senate Finance 
Committee 

Congressional 0 °Might by Agriculture 
Committees 

(- 
4:91  Globe Airlines Globe Airlines 

eresssr 

ne 
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Fee collection process 
Passenger gate each 
user lee as pal of the 
purchase price ol an 
international Iskel 

use lee codes and charges 

  

User fees are rein used lo the federal goyernmenl quarterly by 
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Carriers la check on fee compliance 
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8.2 	lima: fee and cost studs-  background 

Individuals arriving in the United States every year are subject to an inspection to ensure they are entering the 

country lawfully, and not transporting any illegal goods, harmful pets, or prohibited agricultural products. The 

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) (P.L. 99-272) authorizes the collections of 

User Fees for various services. According to GAO-07-1131 Federal User Fees Report, three user fees arc issued and 

collected by the airlines and deposited into separate accounts. The amount of the user fees is set by legislation, and 

Congressional authority and oversight is provided by the Judiciary, House Ways and Means, and Senate Finance 

Committees. 

Figure 7: User fees for commercial passengers arriving in the United States through air or sea 

source: 	tri 	11311 cram] ter er 

The three user fees are: 

Customs Air Passenger Inspection Fee: Designed to prevent passengers from bringing illegal goods into 

the United States. These fees are collected and deposited into the Customs User Fee Account. 
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Agriculture Air Passenger User Fee: Designed to seize prohibited materials and intercept foreign 

agricultural pests. These fees are collected and deposited into the Agriculture User Fee Account. 

• Immigration User Fee: Designed to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States 

through air and sea ports of entry (POE). These fees are collected and deposited in the Immigration User 

Fee Account (IDEA) to cover the costs of Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) activities at or related to air and sea POE inspections. The Immigration User Fee 

Account is administered by CBP and collections are split between CBP and ICE. According to a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the current split is 52.63% to CBP and 17.37% to ICE. 

The Federal Immigration Laws and Regulations handbook under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) 

describes the ICE activities determined to be reimbursable out of the Immigration User Fee Account under Section 

286 Subsection h (2)(A). The statute reads: 

"The Secretary of the Treasury shall refund out of the Immigration User Fee Account to any appropriation 

the amount paid out of such appropriation for expenses incurred by the Attorney General in providing 

immigration inspection and pre-inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels and in 

providing overtime immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels; 

(ii) administration of debt recovery, including the establishment and operation of a national collections 

office; 

expansion, operation and maintenance of information systems for nonimmigrant control and debt 

collection; 

(iv) detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States, including rraining 

of, and technical assistance to, commercial airline personnel regarding such detection: 

(v) providing detention and removal services for inadmissible aliens arriving on commercial aircraft and 

vessels and for any alien who is inadmissible under section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal 

entry into the United States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry; and 

(vi) providing removal and asylum proceedings at air or sea ports-of-entry for inadmissible aliens arriving 

on commercial aircraft and vessels including immigration removal proceedings resulting from presentation 

of fraudulent documents and failure to present documentation and for any alien who is inadmissible under 

section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal entry into the United States through avoidance of 

immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry." 

The INA further states that the money collected Immigration User Fee Account: "shall be refunded at least quarterly 

on the basis of estimates made by the Attorney General of the expenses referred to in subparagraph (A). Proper 

adjustments shall be made in the amounts subsequently refunded under subparagraph (A) to the extent prior 

estimates were in excess of, or less than, the amount required to be refunded under subparagraph (A)." 

10E's interpretation of the 'UFA allows ICE to reimburse the cost of investigations, identifications, arrests, 

detention, processing, and removal of inadmissible aliens who arrived on commercial aircraft and vessels, and for 

aliens who are inadmissible under Section I I 82(a) of the US Code who attempted illegal entry through avoidance of 

commercial air and sea ports-of-entry. ICE specifically requests reimbursement for: 

• Resources that support investigations of aliens identified at an air or sea POE and Homeland Security 

Intelligence Reports supporting GIP inspection and pre-inspection activities. 

• Resources that support identification of aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or 

sea POE and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code 
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• Resources that support the arrest or transfer to an ICE detention facility of aliens identified at an air or sea 

POE or who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code (e.g., IUFA aliens) 

• Detention costs for IUFA aliens, including bed space, medical expenses, and transportation to legal 

proceedings and between facilities 

Legal proceeding costs incurred to represent the Go trnmen 	the in immigration court with rcspcct to  

IUFA aliens 

• Removal costs for ILTA aliens, including costs of tickets, escorts, and removal administration 

In addition to thc requirement in the INA that IUFA-related expenses are estimated and thc refund is adjusted on the 

basis of those estimates, OMB Circular A-25 requires that federal agencies collecting user fees determine that the 

user fee charges are sufficient to recover the full cost to the federal government of providing the service. According 

to the circular, full cost is detemuned or estimated from the best available records of the agency, and includes: 

• Direct and indirect personnel costs 

• Physical overhead, consulting, and other indirect costs 

• Management and supervisory costs 

• Enforcement, collection, research, and establishment of standards, and regulation costs 

As a result of these requirements. ICE conducts an annual cost study to determine the full cost of resources 

expended due to investigating, identifying, apprehending, detaining, processing, and removing IUFA aliens. ICE 

also completes a quarterly update based on workload [hr that quarter and prior year costs. 
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Executive summary 

For fiscal year (FY) 2013, ICE identified a total of $155,328,574 in user fee-related costs to be reimbursed from the 

Immigration User Fee Account (IDEA). The following table shows the cost incurred by each phase of the 

Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

Table 1: ICE total cost, ICE total workload, IUFA workload, and IUFA cost by Immigration Enforcement 
Lifecycle phase 

1.0 In estifrate 
Office or 
Investications 

2.0 Identify 

3fi Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 Non-Detain 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Depreciation 

Total 

51,795,105,005 

5270,181,522 

540,591,970 

52,244,255,616 

SI40,676,942 

S522,248,384 

S482,094,82I 

S5,730,903,745 

SI43,578.081 

12,432.051 
eStigage% 

hours 

763.114 
I entil-Rations 

246.825 
arrests 

13,848,105 
detention days 

21 5336 non- 
detain book- 

outs 

984.985 
events 

364.563 
removals 

0 
inv esti gut iv e 

hours 

207 
intelligence 

products 

323.362 
inv esti gut iv c 

hours 

1,962 
dontifications 

6,785 arrests 

414.000 
detention days 

3,441 non- 
detain book- 

outs 

37,193 events 

5,474 
removals 

0.0094 

8.699b 	S6,729,834 

2.609b 	S46,691.310 

0.269b 	S694,649 

2.75% 	S1,115,837 

2.99% 	567,093.788 

1.60% 	52,247,972  

3.78% 	S19,720.034 

I.50% 	57,238,768 

$151,532,192 

2.64% 	53,796.382 

$155,328,574 

I 0 Investigate 
Office or 
International Affairs 

1.0 Ins estarate 
Office or Intellicence 

546.917 

	

SI58,305,144 	investigative 
hours 

2.382 

	

S77,444,340 	intelligence 
products 

I  01A does not have HATA workload in the Investigate phase. J-lowcver. 01A does have costs in other phases and 
does receive a reimbursement from ILTA. 
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I Intnttltiction and background 

This report presents a summary of the Department of Homeland Security (DI-IS). Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE), Office of Budget and Program Performance (OBPP) FY 2013 Immigration User Fee Account 
(IUFA) cost study. 

The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) imposes user fees for travelers arriving in the United States by a 

commercial vessel or commercial aircraft, one of which is the Immigration User Fee. Currently the Immigration 
litter Fee is set at $7 for passengers arriving via all air or sea port of entry (POE) when the trip originated abroad, 

and $3 for passengers arriving at a sea port of entry when the trip originated in the United States, Mexico, or 
Canada. These fees are collected by the commercial entity providing the transportation and deposited into the 

Immigration User Fee Account (lUFA) to cover the costs of ICE and CBP activities. The INA requires recurring 
reviews to determine whether the user fees are in fact covering the full costs of IUFA-related activities. These 

reviews focus on two central tasks: (I) identifying all of the user fee activities that ICE performs related to aliens 

attempting or avoiding entry at an air and sea POE and (2) accurately quantifying the costs of user fee-related 
activities. ICE conducts these reviews at the end of each fiscal year, as well as smaller quarterly reviews. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) provide law enforcement 

support to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States through air and sea ports of entry, or 
avoiding air and sea ports of entry. At air and sea ports of entry. CBP inspectors conduct immigration inspections. If 

an alien passes inspection with bona fide documents, the alien is admitted into the United States. If an alien fails an 
inspection, CBP inspectors identify the alien and determine the alien's immigration status. CRP inspectors will then 

take one of three actions: 

	

) 	remove the alien through the expedited removal process; 

	

2 ) 	remove the alien through the voluntary return process: 

	

3) 	turn the alien over to ICE custody. 

Each year, several thousand passengers are identified at air and sea ports of entry by CBP, turned over to ICE, and 
processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. ICE is also permitted to request reimbursement for 

aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at air or sea ports of entry and charged under Section 1182(a) 

of the US Code. In addition, if aliens enter the United States using false documents, they are investigated by ICE 
and, if caught, are processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. Currently the user fee collections are 

split between ICE and CBP—ICE receives 17.37 percent and CBP receives 82.63 percent. More detail on the user 
fee, reimbursable workload, and the cost study is in Section 1.1 in the Appendix. 

2 The Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 

ICE follows the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting and uses the ICE Managerial Cost Accounting (MCA) 

Model to determine full costs of IUFA-related activities in each phase of the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle.2  

The ICE MCA comprehensively aligns all of ICE's expenses, including all obligation and expenditure transactions 

for all fund codes applicable to the fiscal year, to ICE's operational phases and processes. ICE identifies seven 
phases which define all activities and mission operations. 'Ole "Identify" through "Remove" phases are collectively 

referred to as the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle, encompassing ICE's administrative immigration enforcement 

2  Refer to the MCA Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for further details on the ICE MCA model. 
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activities. The Investigate phase stands alone and encompasses ICE's criminal enforcement activities, though aliens 

are often identified and arrested as a result of a criminal investigation. 

These phases are described below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle phases and descriptions 

1.0 Investigate 	 Investigating individuals suspected of violating immigration 
laws 

2.0 Identity 
	

Verifying the location and identity of inadmissible aliens 

3.0 Arrest 
	

Placing inadmissible aliens under arrest 

4.0 Detain 
	

Detaining inadmissible aliens while they await legal 
proceedings (if applicable) or removal 

5.0 Non-Detain 
	

Case management used to release inadmissible aliens while 
they await legal proceedings or removal 

6.0 Process 
	

ICE's legal representation of the United States during 
inadmissible aliens legal proceedings 

7.0 Remove 
	

Removing inadmissible aliens from the United States 

Following the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting, ICE identifies costs as direct, indirect, or general and 

administrative (G&A), and allocates them to activities and phases in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. In FY 

2013, ICE's total costs were S5,730,903,745. 

The costs of user fee-related activities represent a percentage of ICE's overall agency operational costs. First. ICE 

determines its total costs and workload, and then identifies the specific workload in each phase generated by 1UFA 

aliens. IUFA aliens fall into two categories: 

• Those who paid the Immigration User Fee and were inspected at air and sea ports of entry (referred to in 
this document as "ISP aliens") 

• Those who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 
Section 1182(a) of the US Code (referred to as "1182(a) aliens") 

The cost study takes the IUFA-related workload in each phase as a percentage of total workload and applies those 

percentages to the total costs of each phase. 
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Figure 1: IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle process diagram 
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3 ICE programs performing ILJFA activities 

ICE claims reimbursement for workload related to two types of aliens: aliens identified at commercial air and sea 

ports of entry (POE) ('lSP aliens") and aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE 

and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code and are not front the Americas ("1182(a) aliens"). 

There are five ICE directorates and programs that perform IUFA-related activities throughout the Investigate phase 

and the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle: Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Office of Investigations (01), 

HSI Office of Intelligence (Intel), HSI Office of International Affairs (01A), Enforcement and Removal Operations 

(ER0), and the Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA). 

Table 3: Directorates and programs performing IUFA-related activities 

HSI 01 

1151 Intel 

1.0 In estigate • Investigating aliens identified at air and sea 
POI: (ISP aliens) 

• Creating intelligence reports disseminated to 
C'BP, other ICE offices, and the National 
Targeting Center to support pre-inspection and 
inspection activities at air and sea POE 

HSI 0IA 	 2.0 I denti lly 	 • 	Identifying aliens 'v ho are determined to have 

1151 Intel 	 avoided inspection at an air or sea POI:, are 

1151 01 	
inadmissible under Section I 182(a) 01 the LS 
Code, and are not from the Americas ( 1182(a) 

IIRO 	 aliens) 
DPI A 

1151 01 	 3.0 Arrest 	 • 	Apprehending I tilIA aliens 

HSI 01A 	 • Taking [UFA aliens into custody who were 

IIRO 	 identified or arrested at air and sea POE 

HSI OIA 	 4 De 	 • 	Detaining I ()FA aliens including bed space.. 

iRI) 	 food, health carc 

()PTA 

PT RD 	 5.0 Non-Detain 	 • 	Releasing IULA aliens on bond or managing 
the Al ternatives to Detention (Al I)) program 

1151 OIA 	 6.0 Process 	 • 	Representing and supporting the government's 

IIRO 	 immigration court case with respect to IUFA 

DPI A 	
aliens 

HSI 01A 	 7.0 Remove 	 • 	Renio ing 'UFA aliens 140111 the United States 

ERO 

()PTA 
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Below is a detailed description of the IUFA activities each directorate or program supports. 

	

3.1 	I lomeland Security Investigations Office of Investigations (01) 

The Office of Investigations (01) conducts investigations that protect the U.S. by deterring, interdicting, and 

investigating threats arising from the movement of people. and goods into and out of the United States. 01 may 

investigate and arrest suspected criminal aliens. 

	

3.2 	I lomeland Sccurih Investigations Office of Intelligence (Intel) 

The Office of Intelligence (Intel) works with 01. ERO. and CHP to collect and analyze intelligence, produce leads, 

and disseminate intelligence back to these organizations in the form of intelligence products. Intel is primarily 

involved in assisting 01, ERO, and CBP with collecting and analyzing information and intelligence regarding 

specific targets identified before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

	

3.3 	liomeland Sectirih III estigations — Office or Internalional Affairs (01 k) 

OR is involved throughout the immigration enforcement lifecycle, assisting in investigations of suspected criminals 

overseas, making arrests, assisting with repatriation, and negotiating and obtaining travel documents from the 

inadmissible or removable aliens' country of citizenship. 

	

3.4 	Enforcement and Removal Operations (FR)) 

Key elements of ERO's enforcement mission are to apprehend removable aliens, to detain these individuals when 

necessary, and to remove illegal aliens from the United States. If CBP turns an alien over to ICE custody, ICE picks 

up the alien from CBP, apprehends the alien, and then makes a detention determination. ICE can either book the 

alien into a detention facility or release the alien on a detention alternative program (i.e., ATD, bond). 

ICE is responsible for providing aliens with detention services and care such as medical services, bed space, and 

case management. The responsibility begins when a detainee is brought into ICE custody and continues until an 

alien is released or removed from the. United States. To remove an alien from the United States, ICE coordinates all 

travel documents, logistics, and transportation necessary to send the alien back to his or her country of citizenship. 

	

3.5 	Office of Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) 

OPLA is responsible for litigating all immigration violation cases that are put before an immigration judge. OPLA 

attorneys prepare cases, attend hearings, advise ERO and HSI, respond to appeals, and file motions. Attorney case 

preparation typically involves reviewing the Notice to Appear (ISTA). acquiring any relevant criminal records, 

analyzing evidence, and preparing briefs and testimony for court hearings. 

4 IUFA cost study methodology 

ICE applies a consistent methodology for each phase of the IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle in order to 

determine what portion of the total phase cost is reimbursable from the IUFA. This section will describe the steps in 

the methodology. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

5 'UFA cost study results 

This section will explain the IUFA cost study results for each phase in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

5.1 	Ins esligale phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Investigate phase 

The total cost of the Investigate phase is the sum of all direct, indirect and G&A cost s of Investigate activities 

conducted by 01A. Intel, and 01. 

Table 4: Total cost in Investigate phase 

OR S158,305.144 

Intel S77,444.340 

01 S1,795,105,005 

otal S2,030,854,489 

01 also makes criminal arrests and administrative apprehensions of aliens, and therefore has costs in the Arrest 

phase. However, because 01's entire workload is captured in the  (FAG (p  lours posted—including hours spent 

making arrests—OR MCA costs from the Arrest phase have been moved to the Investigate phase and combined 

with their Investigate costs. This allows ICE to accurately calculate the percentage of their total workload and total 

costs related to IUFA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Investigate phase 

01 executes investigations within case categories that are tracked in the  (b)(7)(E) 	module. 

0I's operational outputs are the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent 

investigating cases (luring the fiscal year 

Intel's operational outputs are intelligence products and their workload is the number of intelligence products 

produced during the fiscal year. 
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OIA also executes investigations within case categories that are tracked i4(h)(7)(p)  Their operational outputs are 

the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent supporting investigations. 

Table 5: Total workload in Investigate phase 

01A 	 546917 hours 

Intel 	 2,382 products 

01 	 12,432,051 hours 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Investigate phase 

ICE identifies IUFA workload as the number of hours that 01 spends investigating cases with a nexus to air and sea 

POE and the number of Intel intelligence products that contain information regarding specific targets identified 

before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

Prior to turning over an alien encountered at an air or sea POE to ICE. CBP completes a Search. Antest, and Seizure 

(SAS) incident report within the  (b)(7)(E) 	In the report, the CBI 

officer must mark the "Conveyance Type" field with a "C" for commercial air or a "V" for commercial vessel. ICE 

picks up the alien and initiates a case within  imi7wp  Personnel post hours worked to case categories in TECS 

an  (b)(7)  inks the SAS incident report to the appropriate case. 01 runs a report to determine the number of hours 

spent in the fiscal year on each investigative case category where the conveyance type is marked "C" or "V". 

Intel analysts produce intelligence reports and post hours worked i  15)(7) however, these hours are not linked to 

individual arrest records. In their reports, the analyst must mark an "111FA" box with a check if the report is IUFA-

related or leave it blank if the report is not IUFA-related. Intel then extracts intelligence reports marked as IUFA 

fnni 

01A can also search for IUFA workload the same way that 01 does. However, in previous years OIA's IUFA-

related workload has been very small; for the purposes of this cost study it is assumed to be zero. 

Table 6: IUFA workload in Investigate phase 

OIA 
	

0 hours (assumed) 

Intel 
	

207 products 

01 
	

323,362 hours 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Investigate phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

3  The "Percent of Total Workload" column below is rounded to two decimal places. but the IUFA cost was 
calculated using the original un-rounded percentage. 

(b)(7)( 
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Table 7: IUFA cost in Investigate phase 

01A 

Intel 

01 

I otal 

S158,305,144 

877,444.340 

546.917 hou 

2382 products 

12.432,051 
houtS 

0 hours
rs 

(assumed) 

207 products 

323302 hours 

0.00% 

8.69% 

2.60% 

S-

S(729.834 

546,091.310 

$53,421,144 

S1,795,1 05A)05 

$2,030.854,489 

5,1 
	

Idenlir phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 8: Total cost in Identify phase 

1,90 S249,1 86.826 

01A S2,283.442 

Intel S2,288 633 

CPI A S16.422,571 

Total $270,181,522 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Identify phase 

The total workload in the Identify phase is the number of identifications made in FYI2. 

Table 9: Total workload in Identify phase 

Identifications 	 763,114 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Identify phase 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as the number of identifications of aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US 

Code who are not from the Americas. ICE does not claim reimbursement for ISP aliens because C BP makes the 

identification at air and sea POEs. 

Table 10: IUFA workload in Identify phase 

Identifications 	 I ,962 
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Step 4: Apply ILFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table II: IUFA cost in Identify phase 

ERO S249 186,876 S640,671 

014 S2.283,442 S5,871 

Intel S2.288,633 S5,884 

019 A SI6,422.571 542,223 

Total 763,114 	 1,962 
5270,181,522 

identifications 	identifications 
0.26% $694.649 

5.3 
	

krrest phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 12: Total cost in Arrest phase 

ER() 539,735,897 

IA 5856,074 

'I ()tat S40,591,970 

Recall that, in the MCA, 01 also has Arrest phase costs, but these have been moved to the Investigate phase to more 

accurately calculate the percentage of their total costs related to ILTA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Arrest phase 

The total workload for the AtTest phase is a combination of: 

• Arrests made by non-ICE DIAS programs (i.e., CEP and USClIS) and turned over to ICE 

• ICE arrests in that fiscal year 

ICE counts DHS arrests made by non-ICE programs and turned over to ICE by counting the number of detention 

book-ins these arrests generate. Even though another agency made the arrest, ICE incurs costs in the Arrest phase 

Fr transferring custody of the alien from the other program to an ICE processing or detention facility. 
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Table 13: Total workload in Arrest phase 

NOI -ICE1 	arrests 
turned over to ICE in 
FY 2013 

ICE arrests inFT 
2013 

Total 

257.998 

246.825 

504,823 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Arrest phase 

ICE identifies ISP workload as the number of arrests made with an "apprehension method code of "ISP" (for 

"Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). 

This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a 

current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the 

alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1132(a) workload as the number of ar 
	

d under 	in 1182(a) of the US Code 

who are not from the Americas. 

The count of both 1SP aliens and 1182(a) aliens includes non-ICE arrests turned over to ICE in FY 2013, prior ICE 

arrests hooked in in FY 2013, and ICE arrests in FY 2011 

Table 14: IUFA workload in Arrest phase 

Arrests 
	

85 

Step 4: Apply IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 15: IUFA cost in Arrest phase 

ERO 	539,735.897 

OR 	 S856.074 

['Mal 	540,591,970 
504,823 
arrests 

6,785 
arrests 

31.092,305 

523.533 

2.7584 	S1,115,837 

5.4 	Detain phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Table 16: Total cost in Detain phase 

ER() 52.220,326.866 

01A 5926.410 

OPLA 523,002.340 

otal S2,244,255,616 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Detain phase 

The total workload for the Detain phase is the number of days aliens spend in detention during that fiscal year. 

Aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. Ilan alien is booked into 

detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are counted. 

Table 17: Total workload in Detain phase 

Detention days 	 13.848,105 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Detain phase 

ICE identifies ISP Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens with an "apprehension 

method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the ''current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for 

"Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry. When a current program code is not 

available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens charged under 

section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

As above, aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. If an alien is 

booked into detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are 

counted. 

Table 18: IUFA workload in Detain phase 

Detention days 	 414,000 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 19: IUFA cost in Detain phase 

kl) S2,220,326,866 566,378,419 

01' S926,410 527,696 

ON A 523,002,340 5687.673 

fatal $2,244,255,616 13,848.105 	414,000 S67,093,788 
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Non-Detain Phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 20: Total cost in Non-Detain phase 

1,140 
	

S140,676.942 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Non-Detain phase 

The total workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the fiscal year 

with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives to 

Detention (ATD), bond, being released on an Order of Supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

Table 21: Total workload in Non-Detain phase 

N umber of a I iens 
releascd to non- 	 215,336 
dcfain programs 

The method of calculating workload used for IUFA produces more detailed data than the workload used in the 

MCA. The MCA estimates the number of days aliens spent on bond and in ATD by multiplying the number of cash 

and surety bonds in that fiscal year by the number of days in the fiscal year (365 for FY 2013). The MCA method 

cannot be used for IUFA because there is no link between the number of aliens on bond and in ATD and that alien's 

identifying or arresting program (which would identify ISP aliens), or that alien's charge (which would identify 

1182(a) aliens). The method used for IUFA provides the additional detail to link the number of non-detain book-outs 

back to the method of arrest or the charge. 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Non-Detain phase 

As above, the IUFA workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the 

fiscal year with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives 

to Detention (ATD), bond, being released on their own supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

ICE identifies ISP Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs in that fiscal year attributed to 

aliens with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or 

arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry, 

which are not related to the Immigration User Fee, When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, 

die current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs for aliens charged under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 
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Table 22: IUFA workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 3.441 
dcraiii  

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 23: IUFA cost in Non-Detain phase 

ERO 	5140J,7(,.942 	215.336 	 3,441 	 1.605Y 	52,247,992 

5.6 	Process phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 24: Total cost in Process phase 

F 120 
	

5344,727,481 

Olk 
	

SI,484,531 

OPLA 
	

5176,036.372 

Total 
	

$522,248.384 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Process phase 

The total workload for the Process phase is the number of events attended by aliens in FY 2013. Examples of events 

include a naster hearing, merits hearing, bond hearing, or a motion to reopen—each alien with a proceeding could 

have many events. The average number of events per alien with a proceeding is 2.19. 

Table 25: Total workload in Process phase 

Number el events 	 984,985 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Process phase 

ICE identifies ISP Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all antests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 
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ICE identifies 1182(3) Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 26: IUFA workload in Process phase 

Number of U:l'A 
events 

37.193 

Step 4: Apply.  IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 27: IUFA cost in Process phase 

ERO 	 .S344.727.4 8I 

IA 	 51,484,531 

OP LA 	SI 76,036,372 

Total 	$522,248,384 
984,985 	 37,193 
events 	 events 

3.78% 

SI3.016.867 

556.056 

56,647,112 

$19,720,034 

5.7 	Remove phase 

The Remove phase consists of the activities related to conducting post-order custody review, coordinating travel 

documents, coordinating travel logistics, transporting the alien to his or her country of citizenship, and completing 

case manageinent. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 28: Total cost in Remove phase 

FRO S480,297,384 

IA S1,797,438 

Total $482,094,821 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Remove phase 

The total workload for the Remove phase is the number of removals in FY 2013, including voluntary returns under 

safeguards. This number excludes types of removals, such as voluntay departures, that do not incur any costs for 

ICE. 
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Table 29: Total workload in Remove phase 

Number of removals 	 364.563 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Remove phase 

ICE identifies ISP Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program. 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections Land"). This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed aliens 

charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 30: IUFA Remove phase workload 

Number of removals 
	

5.474 

Step 4: Apply RICA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

 

Table 31: IUFA cost in Remove phase 

 

ItRO 	 S480,297.384 

IA 	 SI ,797.438 

Total 	 $482,094,821 
364,563 	 5,474 

rent ovals 	removals 

S7,2I 1.779 

S26.989 

1.501/4) 	$7,238,768 

5.8 	Depreciation 

In addition to operating expenditures associated with IUFA operations, ICE must also support the cost of capital 

assets critical to maintaining operations. To calculate depreciation, ICE determined what percent of the total IUFA 

cost represents ICE's total cost, then applied this percentage to the total Depreciation. Amortization, and Depletion 

cost for the fiscal year as reported by ICE in the FY 2013 DI-IS Consolidated Financial Statements. 

Table 32: FY 2013 IUFA depreciation 

S5.730,903,745 S153532,192 	 2.6496 SI43 528,081 	 S3,796,382 
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6 	I UFA cost by air and sea ports of entry 

In 2012, ICE updated its methodology to separate air and sea Immigration User Fee collections and costs per the 

Government Accountability Office (GAO) "Annual Report: Opportunities to Reduce Duplication, Overlap and 

Fragmentation, Achieve Savings, and Enhance Revenue", and continues to do so for FY 2013. 

The FY 2013 cost study results show that costs at air ports of entry represented $87,244,805, or 56 percent of total 

ICE 1UFA costs. Costs from aliens who arrived at sea ports of entry comprised $8446,84 I or 5 percent of total 

!UFA costs. Costs from 1182(a) aliens, who avoided air and sea ports of entry, represented 33 percent of user fee 

costs at $50,990,768. 

Because the  (h)(7)(F)  stein used by HSI records the method of conveyance in its seizure and arrest data the 

accompanying HSI case hours include specific air and sea hours, which arc given below in Table 32 below. 

However, intelligence products do not record whether the alien was apprehended at an air or sea port of entry. To 

attribute a an air or sea port of entry to intelligence products. ICE takes the percentage of IUFA workload related to 

an air port of entry from all other phases and multiplies it by the number of intelligence products. 

10E's identification and apprehension data marks the point of identification and apprehension as either ISA for air or 

ISS for sea. To obtain the specific air workload for the Arrest through Remove phases, workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program ISA are counted as air workload, while workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program 155 arc counted as sea workload. 

The total workload for each phase for air and sea are given below in Table 33. 

Table 33: Air and sea ISP workload (excluding 1182(a) aliens) 

Investigate  
01 

288,440 investigative hours 34.922 investigativi hours 	323.362 investigativi hours 

Arrest 	 3.930 arrests 	 169 arrests 	 4,099 arrests 

Detain 	 142.134 detention days 	9,1 69 detention days 	151,303 detention days 

Non-Detain 	478 non-detain book-outs 	45 non-detain book-outs 	523 non-detain book outs 

Process 	 22.659 events 	 1,732 events 	 24.391 events 

Remove 	 2,627 removals 	 248 removals 	 2,875 removals 

Total 

	

460,268 	 46,285 	 506,553 
workload 

111) of total air 
and sea 	 91114) 	 100% 
workload 

Applied to 

In vesti gate - 
	188 intelligence products 

	
19 intelligence products 	207 intelligence products 

Intel 
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The table below shows the air workload and costs for each phase: 

Table 34: 'UFA air workload and c sts by phase 

1.0 Investigate  
Office of 

In  

Affairs 

1.0 Investigate  
Office of 

Intelligence 

1.0 Investigate 

Office ()I' 

Investigations 

2.0 Identify 

3.0 Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 Non-Detain 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Deorcriation 

otal 

5158,305.144 

577.444,340 

546.917 
in  

boars 

2.382 

intelligence 

products 

12,432 051 

investiaath c 

hours 

763.114 

identifications 

246,825 arrests 

13,848.105 

detention days 

215.336 non- 

detai n book- 

outs 

984.985 events 

364.563 

ictuos a Is 

188 

intelligence 

products 

288A40 

investigative 

hours 

0 

idcntiti  

3,930 arrests 

142.134 

detention days 

478 non-detain 

book-outs 

22,659 ed ents 

2.627 renioval 

011(fis 

7.89% 

2.32% 

0 00°6 

1 59% 

1.03% 

0.22% 

2.30% 

0.72% 

I 52% 

S6,I14.912 

S41.648,807 

ti- 

S646,314 

S23,034.562 

53I 2,273 

S12.014.017 

51473.921 

917.244,805 

52.182.387 

919,427.192 

SI 795,105 005 

S270,181.522 

540.591.970 

52,244,255,616 

SI 40,676.942 

5522,248,384 

5487,094.821 

S5,730,903,745 

SI43,578.081 
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A depiction at how the total identified IUFA costs are divided into air and sea costs is below: 

Figure 2: ICE total and IUFA costs for FY 2013 by air and sea ports of entry 

Millions of dollars 

5160 0 

Total ICE costs in FY13: $5.73 billion 	 5140 0 

Non-IUFA: 
15.58 billion 

97.3%  

5120 0 
	118201 

3T5 

100.0 

S80.0 

	

S60.0 	Air 

$40.0

56  

	

$20.0 	Sea 

IUFA: 
$15E3 million 

2.7% 

$8 4 
5 
	 !,111• 	Unknown 

I UFA Costs 

7 Conclusion 

Two key factors had the biggest impact on ICE's total IUFA costs in FYI3: 

• ICE continued to include aliens inadmissible under section 1182(a) 
• ICE continued its methodology for counting IUFA aliens' legal proceedings 

The chart below shows the changes in identified costs year over year: 

Figure 3: IUFA costs and revenues by fiscal year°  

4  Total Revenues or FY 2013 wcrc 123 million, but were adjusted due to a 5.1% Sequeste 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 	( ()minued methodology ill El 2013 

The FY 2013 cost continued FY 2012 methods of capturing ICE operational data and IUFA-related operational data. 

When calculating the percent of ICE workload that is IUFA-related, the denominator is typically total ICE 

operational workload and the numerator is the same workload, restricted to only IDEA cases, which include both 

ISP and 1122(a) cases. 

In general, ISP cases are determined by restricting the apprehension method code to "ISP", or Inspections. To ensure 

no land inspections are included, we also exclude all cases where the "current program code" is "Inspections — 

Land" or "IS L". The apprehension method code and current program code are found in arrest records. 

1182(a) cases are determined by finding aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the 

Americas. These aliens are assumed to have arrived in the US by avoiding inspection at commercial air and sea 

POE. 

The sections below outline the methodology for the fiscal year. Section 9.1.4 gives more detailed methodology by 

phase. 

8.1.1 	aliens 	 1.11111er 	 I I S2i:1) uFmIc t 	( ode 

ICE continued to include aliens who were not identified at air and sea ports of entry, but who were "inadmissible 

under section 1182(a) [of the Immigration and Nationality Actl who has attempted illegal entry into the United 

States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry" as eligible for ILEA reimbursement. 

ICE counted these aliens by finding aliens with a charge code of 1182(a)(6)(A)(i) who were from countries outside 

of the Americas. Their workload was included in the Identify through Remove phases. 

In support of this interpretation of the INA, ICE's Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) states: 

(b)(5) 

S.I.2 	1/I in‘csliusikt. hours 

For this cost study, 01 searched for all arrests and seizures no matter when they were made, and for case hours 

charged in FY 2013. Because some investigations can span multiple fiscal years, this method allows ICE to count 

the full investigative workload related to IDEA during that fiscal year. 
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Figure 4: IUFA Investigate phase workload as percent of total OX investigative hours 
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8.1.3 	I el2.111 priweedins 

For this cost study. ICE used data from the Office of Principal Legal Advisor Network (PLAnet), OPLA's system of 

record. Instead of counting proceedings or matters. ICE counted individual legal events. For example, if an alien has 

one master hearing, one merits hearing, one bond hearing, and one appeal, that counts as four separate events. This 

method of counting allows before a much more granular view of 10E's total processing workload and IL:FA-related 

processing workload. 

Figure 5: IUFA Process phase workload as percent of total events 
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S.2 	ter fee and cosi studs background 

Individuals arriving in the United States every year are subject to an inspection to ensure they are entering the 

country lawfully, and not transporting any illegal goods, harmful pets, or prohibited agricultural products. The 

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) (P.L. 99-272) authorizes the collections of 

User Fees for various services. According to GAO-07-1131 Federal User Fees Report, three user fees arc issued and 

collected by the airlines and deposited into separate accounts. The amount of the user fees is set by legislation, and 

Congressional authority and oversight is provided by the Judiciary, House Ways and Means, and Senate Finance 

Committees. 

Figure 6: User fees for commercial passengers arriving in the United States through air or sea 

'mum 	I-  1 I 11 F 
	

I wr 

The three user fees are: 

• Customs Air Passenger Inspection Fee: Designed to prevent passengers from bringing illegal goods into 

the United States. These fees are collected and deposited into the Customs User Fee Account, 
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Agriculture Air Passenger User Fee: Designed to seize prohibited materials and intercept foreign 

agricultural pests. These fees are collected and deposited into the Agriculture User Fee Account. 

• Immigration User Fee: Designed to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States 

through air and sea ports of entry (POE). These fees are collected and deposited in the Immigration User 

Fee Account (IDEA) to cover the costs of Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) activities at or related to air and sea POE inspections. The Immigration User Fee 

Account is administered by CBP and collections are split between CBP and ICE. According to a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the current split is 82.63% to CBP and 17.37% to ICE. 

The Federal Immigration Laws and Regulations handbook under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) 

describes the ICE activities determined to be reimbursable out of the Immigration User Fee Account under Section 

286 Subsection h (2)(A). The statute reads: 

"The Secretary of the Treasury shall refund out of the Immigration User Fee Account to any appropriation 

the amount paid out of such appropriation for expenses incurred by the Attorney General in providing 

immigration inspection and pre-inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels and in 

providing overtime immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels; 

(ii) administration of debt recovery, including the establishment and operation of a national collections 

office; 

expansion, operation and maintenance of information systems for nonimmigrant control and debt 

collection; 

(iv) detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States, including rraining 

of, and technical assistance to, commercial airline personnel regarding such detection: 

(v) providing detention and removal services for inadmissible aliens arriving on commercial aircraft and 

vessels and for any alien who is inadmissible under section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal 

entry into the United States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry; and 

(vi) providing removal and asylum proceedings at air or sea ports-of-entry for inadmissible aliens arriving 

on commercial aircraft and vessels including immigration removal proceedings resulting from presentation 

of fraudulent documents and failure to present documentation and for any alien who is inadmissible under 

section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal entry into the United States through avoidance of 

immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry." 

The INA further states that the money collected Immigration User Fee Account: "shall be refunded at least quarterly 

on the basis of estimates made by the Attorney General of the expenses referred to in subparagraph (A). Proper 

adjustments shall be made in the amounts subsequently refunded under subparagraph (A) to the extent prior 

estimates were in excess of, or less than, the amount required to be refunded under subparagraph (A)." 

10E's interpretation of the 'UFA allows ICE to reimburse the cost of investigations, identifications, arrests, 

detention, processing, and removal of inadmissible aliens who arrived on commercial aircraft and vessels, and for 

aliens who are inadmissible under Section I I 82(a) of the US Code who attempted illegal entry through avoidance of 

commercial air and sea ports-of-entry. ICE specifically requests reimbursement for: 

• Resources that support investigations of aliens identified at an air or sea POE and Homeland Security 

Intelligence Reports supporting GIP inspection and pre-inspection activities. 

• Resources that support identification of aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or 

sea POE and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code 
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• Resources that support the arrest or transfer to an ICE detention facility of aliens identified at an air or sea 

POE or who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code (e.g., IUFA aliens) 

• Detention costs for IUFA aliens, including bed space, medical expenses, and transportation to legal 

proceedings and between facilities 

Legal proceeding costs incurred to represent the Go trnmen 	the in immigration court with rcspcct to  

IUFA aliens 

• Removal costs for ILTA aliens, including costs of tickets, escorts, and removal administration 

In addition to thc requirement in the INA that IUFA-related expenses are estimated and thc refund is adjusted on the 

basis of those estimates, OMB Circular A-25 requires that federal agencies collecting user fees determine that the 

user fee charges are sufficient to recover the full cost to the federal government of providing the service. According 

to the circular, full cost is detemuned or estimated from the best available records of the agency, and includes: 

• Direct and indirect personnel costs 

• Physical overhead, consulting, and other indirect costs 

• Management and supervisory costs 

• Enforcement, collection, research, and establishment of standards, and regulation costs 

As a result of these requirements. ICE conducts an annual cost study to determine the full cost of resources 

expended due to investigating, identifying, apprehending, detaining, processing, and removing IUFA aliens. ICE 

also completes a quarterly update based on workload [hr that quarter and prior year costs. 
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Executive summary 

For fiscal year (FY) 2014, ICE identified a total of $167,260,560 in user fee-related costs to be reimbursed from the 

Immigration User Fee Account (IDEA). The following table shows the cost incurred by each phase of the 

Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

Table 1: ICE total cost, ICE total workload, IUFA workload, and IUFA cost by Immigration Enforcement 
Lifecycle phase 

IR Investigate 
Office or 
International A flUirs 

1.0 Invest 'gate 
Office or Intelligence 

1.0 Int estittate 
Office or 
In  

2.0 Identify 

3.0 A rre st 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 Non-Detain 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Depreciation 

Total 

$145,202.334 

$82,347,951 

$2,070,055.402 

$285,801,160 

$36,716,292 

$2,233,131,177 

$131,947,995 

$506,109,764 

$511,163,788 

86.002,475.863 

S 114,594.916 

505.073 
In esti ga 	e 

Ilours 

497.429 
In 	esti ga 

llours 

11.865.988 
nvesugant e 

lours 

652,445 
dentifications 

498,495 
a iifests 

14,157.218 
detention days 

223,930 non- 
detain book- 

outs 

1.652,998 
0 erns 

312.914 
remowfis  

Inv esti gut iv 
lours 

34,226 
intelligence 

products 

421.325 
Inv esti gut iv 

lours 

1,573 
ideigifications 

6.838 arrests 

382,780 
detention days 

3,755 non- 
detain book- 

outs 

40,718 events 

5,331 
remowfis 

0.00% 

S5 666 0 17 

3.55% 	S73,501.346 

0 24'0 	S689.047 

1 331) 0 
	S503.648 

7  70'0 	560,378.950 

1 681), 	82,212.588 

	

2.46% 	SI2,467.060 

	

1.70% 	58,708.508 

$164,127,164 

	

7.73% 	53.133.397 

$167,260,560 

I  01A does not have IUFA workload in the investigate phase. Howe 
does receive a reimbursement from IUFA. 

, 01A does have s in other phases and 
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I Intnttltiction and background 

This report presents a summary of the Department of Homeland Security (DI-IS). Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE), Office of Budget and Program Performance (OBPP) FY 2014 Immigration User Fee Account 
(IUFA) cost study. 

The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) imposes user fees for travelers arriving in the United States by a 

commercial vessel or commercial aircraft, one of which is the Immigration User Fee. Currently the Immigration 
litter Fee is set at $7 for passengers arriving via all air or sea port of entry (POE) when the trip originated abroad, 

and $3 for passengers arriving at a sea port of entry when the trip originated in the United States, Mexico, or 
Canada. These fees are collected by the commercial entity providing the transportation and deposited into the 

Immigration User Fee Account (lUFA) to cover the costs of ICE and CBP activities. The INA requires recurring 
reviews to determine whether the user fees are in fact covering the full costs of IUFA-related activities. These 

reviews focus on two central tasks: (I) identifying all of the user fee activities that ICE performs related to aliens 

attempting or avoiding entry at an air and sea POE and (2) accurately quantifying the costs of user fee-related 
activities. ICE conducts these reviews at the end of each fiscal year, as well as smaller quarterly reviews. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) provide law enforcement 

support to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States through air and sea ports of entry, or 
avoiding air and sea ports of entry. At air and sea ports of entry. CBP inspectors conduct immigration inspections. If 

an alien passes inspection with bona fide documents, the alien is admitted into the United States. If an alien fails an 
inspection, CBP inspectors identify the alien and determine the alien's immigration status. CRP inspectors will then 

take one of three actions: 

	

) 	remove the alien through the expedited removal process; 

	

2 ) 	remove the alien through the voluntary return process: 

	

3) 	turn the alien over to ICE custody. 

Each year, several thousand passengers are identified at air and sea ports of entry by CBP, turned over to ICE, and 
processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. ICE is also permitted to request reimbursement for 

aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at air or sea ports of entry and charged under Section 1182(a) 

of the US Code. In addition, if aliens enter the United States using false documents, they are investigated by ICE 
and, if caught, are processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. Currently the user fee collections are 

split between ICE and CBP—ICE receives 17.37 percent and CBP receives 82.63 percent. More detail on the user 
fee, reimbursable workload, and the cost study is in Section 1.1 in the Appendix. 

2 The Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 

ICE follows the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting and uses the ICE Managerial Cost Accounting (MCA) 

Model to determine full costs of IUFA-related activities in each phase of the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle.2  

The ICE MCA comprehensively aligns all of ICE's expenses, including all obligation and expenditure transactions 

for all fund codes applicable to the fiscal year, to ICE's operational phases and processes. ICE identifies seven 
phases which define all activities and mission operations. 'Ole "Identify" through "Remove" phases are collectively 

referred to as the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle, encompassing ICE's administrative immigration enforcement 

2  Refer to the MCA Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for further details on the ICE MCA model. 
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activities. The Investigate phase stands alone and encompasses ICE's criminal enforcement activities, though aliens 

are often identified and arrested as a result of a criminal investigation. 

These phases are described below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle phases and descriptions 

1.0 Investigate 	 Investigating individuals suspected of violating immigration 
laws 

2.0 Identity 
	

Verifying the location and identity of inadmissible aliens 

3.0 Arrest 
	

Placing inadmissible aliens under arrest 

4.0 Detain 
	

Detaining inadmissible aliens while they await legal 
proceedings (if applicable) or removal 

5.0 Non-Detain 
	

Case management used to release inadmissible aliens while 
they await legal proceedings or removal 

6.0 Process 
	

ICE's legal representation of the United States during 
inadmissible aliens legal proceedings 

7.0 Remove 
	

Removing inadmissible aliens from the United States 

Following the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting, ICE identifies costs as direct, indirect, or general and 

administrative (G&A), and allocates them to activities and phases in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. In FY 

2014, ICE's total costs were S6,002,475,863. 

The costs of user fee-related activities represent a percentage of ICE's overall agency operational costs. First. ICE 

determines its total costs and workload, and then identifies the specific workload in each phase generated by 1UFA 

aliens. IUFA aliens fall into two categories: 

• Those who paid the Immigration User Fee and were inspected at air and sea ports of entry (referred to in 
this document as "ISP aliens") 

• Those who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 
Section 1182(a) of the US Code (referred to as "1182(a) aliens") 

The cost study takes the IUFA-related workload in each phase as a percentage of total workload and applies those 

percentages to the total costs of each phase. 
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Figure 1: IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle process diagram 

Process Diagram 
!UFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 

(b)(7)(E) 
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3 ICE programs performing ILJFA activities 

ICE claims reimbursement for workload related to two types of aliens: aliens identified at commercial air and sea 

ports of entry (POE) ('lSP aliens") and aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE 

and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code and are not front the Americas ("1182(a) aliens"). 

There are five ICE directorates and programs that perform IUFA-related activities throughout the Investigate phase 

and the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle: Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Office of Investigations (01), 

HSI Office of Intelligence (Intel), HSI Office of International Affairs (01A), Enforcement and Removal Operations 

(ER0), and the Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA). 

Table 3: Directorates and programs performing IUFA-related activities 

HSI 01 

1151 Intel 

1.0 In estigate • Investigating aliens identified at air and sea 
POI: (ISP aliens) 

• Creating intelligence reports disseminated to 
C'BP, other ICE offices, and the National 
Targeting Center to support pre-inspection and 
inspection activities at air and sea POE 

HSI 0IA 	 2.0 I denti lly 	 • 	Identifying aliens 'v ho are determined to have 

1151 Intel 	 avoided inspection at an air or sea POI:, are 

1151 01 	
inadmissible under Section I 182(a) 01 the LS 
Code, and are not from the Americas ( 1182(a) 

IIRO 	 aliens) 
DPI A 

1151 01 	 3.0 Arrest 	 • 	Apprehending I tilIA aliens 

HSI 01A 	 • Taking [UFA aliens into custody who were 

IIRO 	 identified or arrested at air and sea POE 

HSI OIA 	 4 De 	 • 	Detaining I ()FA aliens including bed space.. 

iRI) 	 food, health carc 

()PTA 

PT RD 	 5.0 Non-Detain 	 • 	Releasing IULA aliens on bond or managing 
the Al ternatives to Detention (Al I)) program 

1151 OIA 	 6.0 Process 	 • 	Representing and supporting the government's 

IIRO 	 immigration court case with respect to IUFA 

DPI A 	
aliens 

HSI 01A 	 7.0 Remove 	 • 	Renio ing 'UFA aliens 140111 the United States 

ERO 

()PTA 
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Below is a detailed description of the IUFA activities each directorate or program supports. 

	

3.1 	I lomeland Security Investigations Office of Investigations (01) 

The Office of Investigations (01) conducts investigations that protect the U.S. by deterring, interdicting, and 

investigating threats arising from the movement of people. and goods into and out of the United States. 01 may 

investigate and arrest suspected criminal aliens. 

	

3.2 	I lomeland Sccurih Investigations Office of Intelligence (Intel) 

The Office of Intelligence (Intel) works with 01. ERO. and CHP to collect and analyze intelligence, produce leads, 

and disseminate intelligence back to these organizations in the form of intelligence products. Intel is primarily 

involved in assisting 01, ERO, and CBP with collecting and analyzing information and intelligence regarding 

specific targets identified before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

	

3.3 	liomeland Sectirih I 	estigations — Office ol Inlernalioiial Affairs (01 k) 

OR is involved throughout the immigration enforcement lifecycle, assisting in investigations of suspected criminals 

overseas, making arrests, assisting with repatriation, and negotiating and obtaining travel documents from the 

inadmissible or removable aliens' country of citizenship. 

	

3.4 	Enforcement and Removal Operations GIRO) 

Key elements of ERO's enforcement mission are to apprehend removable aliens, to detain these individuals when 

necessary, and to remove illegal aliens from the United States. If CBP turns an alien over to ICE custody, ICE picks 

up the alien from CBP, apprehends the alien, and then makes a detention determination. ICE can either book the 

alien into a detention facility or release the alien on a detention alternative program (i.e., ATD, bond). 

ICE is responsible for providing aliens with detention services and care such as medical services, bed space, and 

case management. The responsibility begins when a detainee is brought into ICE custody and continues until an 

alien is released or removed from the. United States. To remove an alien from the United States, ICE coordinates all 

travel documents, logistics, and transportation necessary to send the alien back to his or her country of citizenship. 

	

3.5 	Office of Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) 

OPLA is responsible for litigating all immigration violation cases that are put before an immigration judge. OPLA 

attorneys prepare cases, attend hearings, advise ERO and HSI, respond to appeals, and file motions. Attorney case 

preparation typically involves reviewing the Notice to Appear (ISTA). acquiring any relevant criminal records, 

analyzing evidence, and preparing briefs and testimony for court hearings. 

4 IUFA cost study methodology 

ICE applies a consistent methodology for each phase of the IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle in order to 

determine what portion of the total phase cost is reimbursable from the IUFA. This section will describe the steps in 

the methodology. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the phase 

The first step in the IUFA process is to record the total cost of each phase in the Immigration Enforcement 

Lifecycle. The total phase cost is then broken down by program. 
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Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the phase 

Determining a workload for each phase allows ICE to break down the total phase cost into measurable units. Each 

phase of the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle has an associated workload that describes that phase's operational 

outputs, such as "detention days" for the Detain phase. 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the phase 

The next step is to determine what portion of the total workload is related to IUFA activities, and is therefore 

reimbursable from the account. In the above example of the Detain phase, the IUFA portion would include detention 

days for aliens who were identified at air and sea POE, or who were charged under section I I 82(a) of the US code 

and who are not from the Americas. 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the phase 

IUFA-related workload is divided by total workload, and the percentage is applied to the total phase cost. This result 

will yield the total !UFA phase cost that is reimbursable. 

5 'UFA cost study results 

This section will explain the IUFA cost study results for each phase in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

5.1 	Ins esligale phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Investigate phase 

The total cost of the Investigate phase is the sum of all direct, indirect and G&A costs of mv estigate activities 

conducted by OM. Intel, and 01. 

Table 4: Total cost in Investigate phase 

OR S145,202.334 

Intel S82,347.951 

01 51070,055,402 

otal S2,297,605,687 

01 also makes criminal arrests and administrative apprehensions of aliens, and therefore has costs in the Arrest 

phase. However, because Ols entire workload is captured in th(  (u)(7)(E lhours posted—including hours spent 

making arrests-01's MCA costs from the Arrest phase have been moved to the Investigate phase and combined 

with their Investigate costs. This allows ICE to accurately calculate the percentage of their total workload and total 

costs related to IUFA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Investigate phase 

01 executes investigations within case categories that are tracked in the  0:0(7)(E) 	 'module. 

01's operational outputs are the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent 

investigating eases (luring the fiscal year 

Intel's operational outputs are intelligence products and their workload is the number of investigative hours during 

the fiscal year. 
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01A also executes investigations within case categories that are tracked in  (b)(7 )(F]  Their operational outputs are 

the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent supporting investigations. 

Table 5: Total workload in Investigate phase 

()I A 	 505,073 hours 

Intel 	 497429 hours 

01 	 1 I .565,988 hours 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Investigate phase 

ICE identifies IUFA workload as the number of hours that 01 spends investigating cases with a nexus to air and sea 

POE and the number of Intel intelligence products that contain information regarding specific targets identified 

before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

Prior to turning over an alien encountered at an air or sea POE to ICE. CBP completes a Search. Antest, and Seizure 

(SAS) incident report within the  (k)(7)(E) 	In the report, the CBI) 

officer must mark the "Conveyance Type" field with a "C" for commercial air or a "V" for commercial vessel. ICE 

picks up the alien and initiates a case within  (h)(7)( 	Personnel post hours worked to case categories in(1-17TI  
and (b)( pinks the SAS incident report to the appropriate case. 01 runs a report to determine the number of hours 

spent in the fiscal year on each investigative case category where the conveyance type is marked "C" or "V". 

Intel analysts produce intelligence reports and post hours worked in 	 In their reports, the analyst must mark an 

"IUFA" box with a check if the report is IUFA-related or leave it blank if the report is not IUFA-related. Intel then 

extracts intelligence hours marked as IUFA from 

01A can also search for IUFA workload the same way that 01 does. However, in previous years OIA's IUFA-

related workload has been very small; for the purposes of this cost study it is assumed to be zero. 

Table 6: IUFA workload in Investigate phase 

()IA 	 U hours (assumed) 

Intel 	 34,226 hours 

01 	 421,325 hours 

Step 4: Apply ILFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Investigate phase 

IUFA-related workload is divided by total workload, and the percentage is applied to the total phase cost. Ibis result 

yields the total IUFA phase cost that is reimbursable. 

3  The "Percent of Total Workload" column below is rounded to two decimal places. but the RNA cost was 
calculated using the original un-rounded percentage. 

(h1( 

(b1( 
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Table 7: IUFA cost in Investigate phase 

0 hours 
01A 8145.202.334 505.073 hours 0,00% S- 

(assumed) 

Intel S82,347.951 497,429 hours 34.226 hours 0.88% 55,666.017 

11.865.988 
01 82.070,055.402 

hour!: 
421,325 hours 3.55% 873.501,346 

I ota! $2,297.605,687 $79,167,363 

5.1 
	

Idenlir phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 8: Total cost in Identify phase 

ERO S264,476.463 

01A S836,153 

Intel S2,449.441 

CPI A S18.039.104 

Total $285,801,160 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Identify phase 

The total workload in the Identify phase is the number of identifications made in FY12. 

Table 9: Total workload in Identify phase 

Identifications 	 652..445 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Identify phase 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as the number of identifications of aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US 

Code who are not from the Americas. ICE does not claim reimbursement for ISP aliens because C BP makes the 

identification at air and sea POEs. 

Table 10: IUFA workload in Identify phase 

Identifications 	 1,573 
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Step 4: Apply ILFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table II: IUFA cost in Identify phase 

FRO S264.476463 S637,635 

014 S836,153 S2,016 

Intel 52.449,441 S5,905 

OPI 518.039.104 543,491 

Total 652,445 	 1,573 
528.5.801,160 

identifications 	identifications 
0.24% $689.047 

5.3 
	

krrest phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 12: Total cost in Arrest phase 

ER() 536,437,657 

IA 5278,634 

'I ()tat S36,716,191 

Recall that, in the MCA, 01 also has Arrest phase costs, but these have been moved to the Investigate phase to more 

accurately calculate the percentage of their total costs related to ILTA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Arrest phase 

The total workload for the AtTest phase is a combination of: 

• Arrests made by non-ICE. 1)1-IS programs (i.e., CRP and USClIS) and turned over to ICE 

• ICE arrests in that fiscal year 

ICE counts DHS arrests made by non-ICE programs and turned over to ICE by counting the number of detention 

book-ins these arrests generate. Even though another agency made the arrest, ICE incurs costs in the Arrest phase 

Fr transferring custody of the alien from the other program to an ICE processing or detention facility. 
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Table 13: Total workload in Arrest phase 

NOI -ICE1 	arrests 
turned over to ICE 

ICE Arrests 

I °tat 

303.149 

195.346 

498.495 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Arrest phase 

ICE identifies ISP workload as the number of arrests made with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for 

"Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). 

This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which arc not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a 

current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the 

alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as thc number of ar 
	

d under 
	

1182(a) of the DS Code 

who are not from the Americas. 

The count of both ISP aliens and 1182(a) aliens includes non-ICE arrests turned over to ICE in FY 2014, prior ICE 

arrests hooked in in FY 2014, and ICE arrests in FY 2014. 

Table 14: IUFA workload in Arrest phase 

Arrests 
	

6,838 

Step 4: Apply IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 15: IUFA cost in Arrest phase 

[RE 	536,437.657 

OR 	 S278.634 

Total 	836,716,292 
498,495 
arrests 

6,838 
arrests 

5499,826 

53,877  

1.37% 	 $503,648 

5.4 	Detain phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Table 16: Total cost in Detain phase 

ER() 52.20 

OR $762 

OPLA 523,291.180 

otal S2.233, 131.177 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Detain phase 

The total workload for the Detain phase is the number of days aliens spend in detention during that fiscal year. 

Aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. Ilan alien is booked into 

detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are counted. 

Table 17: Total workload in Detain phase 

Detention days 	 14j57.218 

Step 3: Calculate the ITFA workload of the Detain phase 

ICE identifies ISP Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens with an "apprehension 

method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the t'current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for 

"Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry. When a current program code is not 

available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens charged under 

section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

As above. aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. If an alien is 

booked into detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are 

counted. 

Table 18: IUFA workload in Detain phase 

Detention clays 
	

382,780 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 19: IUFA cost in Detain phase 

1,80 	52.209.839,235 
	

559,749.187 

01A 	 5762 
	

521 

DIIA 	 523,291, I SO 
	

5629 742 

Total 	$2.233,131.177 
	

14,157,218 
	

382,780 	 2.70% 
	

S60,378.950 
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Non-Detain Phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 20: Total cost in Non-Detain phase 

1,40 
	

S131,94" 995 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Non-Detain phase 

The total workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the fiscal year 

with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives to 

Detention (ATD), bond, being released on an Order of Supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

Table 21: Total workload in Non-Detain phase 

N umber o aliens 
released to non- 	 223,930 
de La in programs 

The method of calculating workload used for IUFA produces more detailed data than the workload used in the 

MCA. The MCA estimates the number of days aliens spent on bond and in ATD by multiplying the number of cash 

and surety bonds in that fiscal year by the number of days in the fiscal year (365 for FY 2014). The MCA method 

cannot be used for IUFA because there is no link between the number of aliens on bond and in ATD and that alien's 

identifying or arresting program (which would identify ISP aliens), or that alien's charge (which would identify 

1182(a) aliens). The method used for IUFA provides the additional detail to link the number of non-detain book-outs 

back to the method of arrest or the charge. 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Non-Detain phase 

As above, the IUFA workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the 

fiscal year with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives 

to Detention (ATD), bond, being released on their own supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

ICE identifies ISP Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs in that fiscal year attributed to 

aliens with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or 

arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry, 

which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, 

die current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs for aliens charged under 

Section 11 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 
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Table 22: IUFA workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 3,755 
dcraiii  

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 23: IUFA cost in Non-Detain phase 

11140 	5131,947,995 	223.930 	 3,755 	 1.6811 	S2,212 5 8 

5.6 	Process phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 24: Total cost in Process phase 

F 120 
	

S327,559.422  

Olk 
	

18279.138 

OPLA 
	

S178,271.204 

Total 
	

$506,109_764 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Process phase 

The total workload for the Process phase is the number of events attended by aliens in FY 2014. Examples of events 

include a naster hearing, merits hearing, bond hearing, or a motion to reopen—each alien with a proceeding could 

have many events. The average number of events per alien with a proceeding is 2.19. 

Table 25: Total workload in Process phase 

Number el events 	 1 52.998 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Process phase 

ICE identifies ISP Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all invests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 
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ICE identifies 1182(3) Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 26: IUFA workload in Process phase 

Number of U:l'A 
events 

40 7 18 

Step 4: Apply.  IL FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 27: IUFA cost in Process phase 

ERO 	5327.559.422 

IA 	 S279,I 38 

OP LA 	5178,271,204 

$506,109,764 
Total 

1,652,998 	 411,718 
events 	 events 

58.068,809 

S6,876 

54.391375 

2.46% 	$12,467,060 

5.7 	Remove phase 

The Remove phase consists of the activities related to conducting post-order custody review, coordinating travel 

documents, coordinating travel logistics, transporting the alien to his or her country of citizenship, and completing 

case manageinent. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 28: Total cost in Remove phase 

1-12( 5510,258,2_ 

I\ 5279.390 

I otal $510,537,642 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Remove phase 

The total workload for the Remove phase is the number of removals in FY 2014, including voluntary returns under 

safeguards. This number excludes types of removals, such as voluntary departures, that do not incur any costs for 

ICE. 
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Table 29: Total workload in Remove phase 

Number of removals 	 312.914 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Remove phase 

ICE identifies ISP Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections Land"). This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 30: IUFA Remove phase workload 

Number of removals 
	

5.331 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

 

Table 31: IUFA cost in Remove phase 

 

1440 	 5510,258.252 

IA 	 S279.390 

$510,537.642 
Total 

312,914 	 5,331 
removals 	removals 

S8,693.081 

S4,760 

1.70% 	$8,697,841 

5.8 	Depreciation 

In addition to operating expenditures associated with IUFA operations, ICE must also support the cost of capital 

assets critical to maintaining operatiiins. To calculate depreciation, IC'E determined what percent of the total ILTA 

cost represents ICE's total cost, then applied this percentage to the total Depreciation. Amortization, and Depletion 

cost for the fiscal year as reported by ICE in the FY 2014 DI-IS Consolidated Financial Statements. 

Table 32: FY 2014 IUFA depreciation 

S6.002,475.863 5164.127.163 	 257394 S114.594,916 	 S3,133,394 
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6 	I UFA cost by air and sea ports of entry 

In 2012, ICE updated its methodology to separate air and sea Immigration User Fee collections and costs per the 

Government Accountability Office (GAO) "Annual Report: Opportunities to Reduce Duplication, Overlap and 

Fragmentation. Achieve Savings, and Enhance Revenue", and continues to do so for FY 2014. 

The FY 2014 cost study results show that costs at air ports of entry represented $100,674,617, or 60 percent of total 

ICE 1UFA costs. Costs from aliens who arrived at sea ports of entry comprised 59,557,973, or 6 percent of total 

111I7A costs. Costs from 1182(a) aliens, who avoided air and sea ports of entry, represented 28 percent of user fee 

costs at $47,877,891. 

Because the  (hW7WP1  Ystein used by HSI records the method of conveyance in its seizure and arrest data the 

accompanying HSI case hours include specific air and sea hours, which arc given below in Table 32 below. 

However, intelligence products do not record whether the alien was apprehended at an air or sea port of entry. 'I° 

attribute an air or sea port of entry to intelligence products, ICE takes the percentage of TUFA workload related to an 

air port of entry from all other phases and multiplies it by the number of intelligence products. 

10E's identification and apprehension data marks the point of identification and apprehension as either ISA for air or 

ISS for sea. To obtain the specific air workload for the Arrest through Remove phases, workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program ISA are counted as air workload, while workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program 155 arc counted as sea workload. 

The total workload for each phase for air and sea are given below in Table 33. 

Table 33: Air and sea ISP workload (excluding 1182(a) aliens) 

Investigate 
01 

378,716 investigative hours 42.609 investiga Live hours 	421.325 i nves ma Live hours 

Arrest 	 3.889 arrests 	 142 arrests 	 4,031 arrests 

Detilill 	 I 26.865 detention days 	6,666 detention days 	133,53 I detention days 

Non-Detain 	329 non-dctain book-outs 	45 non-detain book-outs 	374 non-detain book outs 

Process 	 14.360 events 	 682 events 	 la.042 es ents 

Remove 	 2,5 II removals 	 194 removals 	 2,705 removals 

Total 

	

526,670 	 50,338 	 577,008 
workload 

Ilh) of total air 
and sea 	 91% 	 100% 
workload 

Applied to 

Investigate - 
Intel 

31.240  

ilbvesti2atiye hours 
7,985 

:estigative hours 

34.226 
c hours 
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1.0 Investigate  
Office of 

In  

Affairs 

1.0 Investigate  
Office of 

Intelligence 

1.0 Investigate 

Office ()I' 

Investigations 

7.0 Identify 

3.0 Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 Non-Detain 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Depreciation 

Total 

223,930 non- 

detai n book- 

outs 

1,652.998 

events 

312.914 

rento‘als 

SI31,947.995 

5506,109364 

S511,163.788 

S6,002,475,863 

S114,594.916 

505.073 

	

SI15.202.334 	investigative 

hours 

497.429 

	

S234T95l 	investigative 

hours 

11,865 988 

	

S2M70,055A02 
	

investigative 

hours 

S285.801.16 
identifications 

536 -16.297 	498,495 arrests 

14,15' 218 
S2,233,131,175  

652.445 

detention days 

Department of homeland Security (DIIS) 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 

Office of Budget and Program Performance (OBPP) 

The table below shows the air workload and costs for each phase: 

Table 34: IUFA air workload and c sts by phase 

§fai 

011(r,, 

31.240 

investigative 	 6.78% 	55,171.715 

hours 

378,716 

investigative 	 3.19% 	54 	8,085 

hours 

0 
0.00% 

identifications 

3,889 arrests 	 .78% 	S286,442 

126,865 

	

0.90% 	520,011.431 
detention days 

329 

non-detain 	 0.15% 	SI 91859 

book-outs 

14,360 events 	 0.87% 	S4$96.700 

2.51 I removals 	 0.80% 	S4,101.869 

$100,230,100 

	

1.52% 	51,741.843 

$101,971,943 
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A depiction at how the total identified IUFA costs are divided into air and sea costs is below: 

Figure 2: ICE total and IUFA costs for FY 2014 by air and sea ports of entry 

Total ICE costs in FY14: $6.0 billion 

NOIMUFA: 

0.83 billion 

972,4 

Millions or dollars 

5180 0 

$160 0 

$1400 

$1200 

IUFA: 	5100.0 
$1672 million 

2.13% 	$80 0 

$60.0 

540.0 

520 0 

S. 

I182(a) 

28% 

Air 

60°0 

Sea 

Unknown 3% S95 

IUFA Costs 

7 Conclusion 

Four key factors had the biggest impact on ICE's total IUFA costs in FYI4: 

• ICE continued to include aliens inadmissible under section 1182(a) 
• ICE continued its methodology for counting IUFA aliens' legal proceedings 
• ICE Domestic Investigations saw a 30% increase in WE related workload 
• ICE updated its MCA costing methodology to keep costs in line with the PPA's base appropriation, leading 

to an increase in general and administrative (G&A) cost reimbursement 

The chart below shows the changes in identified costs year over year: 
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Figure 3: IUFA costs and revenues by fiscal year°  

• ICE Cost Study 

• Revenues 

Annual Authority 

4  Total Revenues for FY 2014 were 134 million 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 	( ()minued methodology ill El 2014 

The FY 2014 cost continued FY 2013 methods of capturing ICE operational data and [UFA-related operational data. 

When calculating the percent of ICE workload that is IUFA-related, the denominator is typically total ICE 

operational workload and the numerator is the same workload, restricted to only IDEA cases, which include both 

ISP and 1122(a) cases. 

In general, ISP cases are determined by restricting the apprehension method code to "ISP", or Inspections. To ensure 

no land inspections are included. ICE also excludes all cases where the "current program code" is 'Inspections — 

Land" or "1SL". The apprehension method code and current program code are found in arrest records. 

1 I 82(a) cases are determined by finding aliens charged under section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the 

Americas. These aliens are assumed to have arrived in the US by avoiding inspection at commercial air and sea 

POE. 

The sections below outline the methodology for the fiscal year. Section 9.1.4 gives more detailed methodology by 

phase. 

S.I.1 	 1.11111e1 NeCii1111 I I S21:0 III Ille t 	( (RIC 

ICE continued to include aliens who were not identified at air and sea ports of entry, but who were "inadmissible 

under section 1182(a)rof the Immigration and Nationality Acti who has attempted illegal entry into the United 

States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry" as eligible for ILEA reimbursement. 

ICE counted these aliens by finding aliens with a charge code of 1182(a)(6)(A)(i) who were from countries outside 

of the Americas. Their workload was included in the Identify through Remove phases. 

In support of this interpretation of the INA, ICE's Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) states: 

(b)(5) 

S.I.2 	1/I in‘csliusikt. hours 

For this cost study, 01 searched for all arrests and seizures no matter when they were made, and for case hours 

charged in FY 2014. Because some investigations can span multiple fiscal years, this method allows ICE to count 

the full investigative workload related to 1UFA during that fiscal year. 
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Figure 4: IUFA Investigate phase workload as percent of total OX investigative hours 
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3-5% 
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0 0% 
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Leval proceedings 

For this cost study. ICE used data from the Office of Principal Legal Advisor Network ( 7LAnet). OPLA's system of 

record. Instead of counting proceedings or matters. ICE counted individual legal events. For example, if an alien has 

one master hearing, one merits hearing, one bond hearing, and one appeal, that counts as four separate events. This 

method of counting allows before a much more granular view of IGEN total processing workload and IUFA-related 

processing workload. 

Figure 5: IUFA Process phase workload as percent of total events 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
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S.2 	ter fee and cosi studs background 

Individuals arriving in the United States every year are subject to an inspection to ensure they are entering the 

country lawfully, and not transporting any illegal goods, harmful pets, or prohibited agricultural products. The 

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) (P.L. 99-272) authorizes the collections of 

User Fees for various services. According to GAO-07-1131 Federal User Fees Report, three user fees arc issued and 

collected by the airlines and deposited into separate accounts. The amount of the user fees is set by legislation, and 

Congressional authority and oversight is provided by the Judiciary, House Ways and Means, and Senate Finance 

Committees. 

Figure 6: User fees for commercial passengers arriving in the United States through air or sea 

'mum 	I-  1 I 11 F 
	

I wr 

The three user fees are: 

• Customs Air Passenger Inspection Fee: Designed to prevent passengers from bringing illegal goods into 

the United States. These fees are collected and deposited into the Customs User Fee Account, 
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Agriculture Air Passenger User Fee: Designed to seize prohibited materials and intercept foreign 

agricultural pests. These fees are collected and deposited into the Agriculture User Fee Account. 

• Immigration User Fee: Designed to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States 

through air and sea ports of entry (POE). These fees are collected and deposited in the Immigration User 

Fee Account (IDEA) to cover the costs of Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) activities at or related to air and sea POE inspections. The Immigration User Fee 

Account is administered by CBP and collections are split between CBP and ICE. According to a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the current split is 52.63% to CBP and 17.37% to ICE. 

The Federal Immigration Laws and Regulations handbook under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) 

describes the ICE activities determined to be reimbursable out of the Immigration User Fee Account under Section 

286 Subsection h (2)(A). The statute reads: 

"The Secretary of the Treasury shall refund out of the Immigration User Fee Account to any appropriation 

the amount paid out of such appropriation for expenses incurred by the Attorney General in providing 

immigration inspection and pre-inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels and in 

providing overtime immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels; 

(ii) administration of debt recovery, including the establishment and operation of a national collections 

office; 

expansion, operation and maintenance of information systems for nonimmigrant control and debt 

collection; 

(iv) detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States, including rraining 

of, and technical assistance to, commercial airline personnel regarding such detection: 

(v) providing detention and removal services for inadmissible aliens arriving on commercial aircraft and 

vessels and for any alien who is inadmissible under section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal 

entry into the United States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry; and 

(vi) providing removal and asylum proceedings at air or sea ports-of-entry for inadmissible aliens arriving 

on commercial aircraft and vessels including immigration removal proceedings resulting from presentation 

of fraudulent documents and failure to present documentation and for any alien who is inadmissible under 

section 1182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal entry into the United States through avoidance of 

immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry." 

The INA further states that the money collected Immigration User Fee Account: "shall be refunded at least quarterly 

on the basis of estimates made by the Attorney General of the expenses referred to in subparagraph (A). Proper 

adjustments shall be made in the amounts subsequently refunded under subparagraph (A) to the extent prior 

estimates were in excess of, or less than, the amount required to be refunded under subparagraph (A)." 

10E's interpretation of the 'UFA allows ICE to reimburse the cost of investigations, identifications, arrests, 

detention, processing, and removal of inadmissible aliens who arrived on commercial aircraft and vessels, and for 

aliens who are inadmissible under Section I I 82(a) of the US Code who attempted illegal entry through avoidance of 

commercial air and sea ports-of-entry. ICE specifically requests reimbursement for: 

• Resources that support investigations of aliens identified at an air or sea POE and Homeland Security 

Intelligence Reports supporting ('BP inspection and pre-inspection activities. 

• Resources that support identification of aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or 

sea POE and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code 
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• Resources that support the arrest or transfer to an ICE detention facility of aliens identified at an air or sea 

POE or who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code (e.g., IUFA aliens) 

• Detention costs for IUFA aliens, including bed space, medical expenses, and transportation to legal 

proceedings and between facilities 

Legal proceeding costs incurred to represent the Go trnmen 	the in immigration court with rcspcct to  

IUFA aliens 

• Removal costs for ILTA aliens, including costs of tickets, escorts, and removal administration 

In addition to thc requirement in the INA that IUFA-related expenses are estimated and thc refund is adjusted on the 

basis of those estimates, OMB Circular A-25 requires that federal agencies collecting user fees determine that the 

user fee charges are sufficient to recover the full cost to the federal government of providing the service. According 

to the circular, full cost is detemuned or estimated from the best available records of the agency, and includes: 

• Direct and indirect personnel costs 

• Physical overhead, consulting, and other indirect costs 

• Management and supervisory costs 

• Enforcement, collection, research, and establishment of standards, and regulation costs 

As a result of these requirements. ICE conducts an annual cost study to determine the full cost of resources 

expended due to investigating, identifying, apprehending, detaining, processing, and removing IUFA aliens. ICE 

also completes a quarterly update based on workload [hr that quarter and prior year costs. 
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Executive sumniany 

For fiscal year (FY) 2015, ICE identified a total of $197,525,482 in user fee-related costs to be reimbursed from the 

Immigration User Fee Account (IDEA). The following table shows the cost incurred by each phase of the 

Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

Table 1: ICE total cost, ICE total workload, IUFA workload, and IUFA cost by Immigration Enforcement 
Lifecycle phase 

1.0 lnvcstia  

Office of 
Into 
	

flairs 

1.0 In% estigate — 

Office of Intelligence 

1.0 In% estigate — 

Office of 

Investigations 

2.0 Identify 

3.0 Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 	Deta ii  

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Dcpreciatio ti  

Total 

$142,876,034 

$78,156,868 

$2,026,004,098 

$288,117,964 

$37,715,918 

$2.325,534.408 

$144,946.708 

$522,337,838 

$461,254,190 

$6..026,944..026 

$15,155,599 

486.946 

in% estigatis e 

hoot s 

378,709 

intelligence 

hours 

11,121,746 

in% estigatis e 

Ii ours 

409.574 

U entil] cations 

346.686 

arrests 

10,972.513 

detcntion clays 

242,274 non- 

detain book- 

mas 

1375,802 

int its 

228,942 

removals 

in% estigath e 

Ii auls 

53.406 

intelligence 

Ii ours 

408,223 

in% estigatis e 

Ii ours 

904 

identi ligation 

6,1 75 

arrests 

382.101 

detcntion clays 

2.559 non- 

detain book- 

mas 

49964 events 

4,394 

removals 

0.00(i 

	

14.10(i 	SI 1.021.776 

	

3,67% 	574.364.355 

8635.926 

	

1.78% 	S671,777 

	

348% 	S80,983.183 

	

1.06% 	S1.530.988 

	

3.63% 	SI 8,969335 

	

I 92% 	88,852.683 

$197,030,022 

	

3,27% 	5495.460 

$197.525,482 

01A does not have IUFA workload in the Investigate phase. However, 01A does have costs in other phases and 
does receive a reimbursement from IUFA. 
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1 Introduction and background 

This report presents a summary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE), Office of Budget and Program Performance (OBPP) FY 2015 Immigration User Fee Account 

(IUFA) cost study. 

The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) imposes user lees for travelers arriving in the United States by a 

commercial vessel or commercial aircraft, one of which is the Immigration User Fee. Currently the Immigration 

User Fee is set at $7 for passengers arriving via an air or sea port of entry (POE) when the trip originated abroad, 

and $3 for passengers arriving at a sea port of entry when the trip originated in the United States, Mexico, or 

Canada. These fees are collected by the commercial entity providing the transportation and deposited into the 

Immigration User Fee Account (IDEA) to cover the costs of ICE and CBP activities. The INA requires recurring 

reviews to determine whether the user fees are in fact covering the full costs of IllEATelated activities. These 

reviews locus on two central tasks: (I) identifying all of the user fee activities that ICE performs related to aliens 

attempting or avoiding entry at an air and sea POE and (2) accurately quantifying the costs of user fee-related 

activities. ICE conducts these reviews at the end of each fiscal year, as well as smaller quarterly reviews. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) provide law enforcement 

support to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States through air and sea ports of entry, or 

avoiding air and sea ports of entry. At air and sea ports of entry. CBP inspectors conduct immigration inspections. If 

an alien passes inspection with bona fide documents, the alien is admitted into the United States. If an alien fails an 

inspection. CBP inspectors identify the alien and determine the alien's immigration status. CBP inspectors will (lien 

take one of three actions: 

I) 	remove the alien through the expedited removal process; 
2) remove the alien through the voluntary return process; 
3) turn the alien over to ICE custody. 

Each year, several thousand passengers are identified at air and sea ports of entry by CBP, turned over to ICE, and 

processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. ICE is also permitted to request reimbursement for 

aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at air or sea ports of entry and charged under Section 1182(a) 

of the US Code. In addition, if aliens enter the United States using false documents, they are investigated by ICE 

and, if caught, are processed through the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. Currently the user lee collections are 

split between ICE and CBP—ICE receives 17.37 percent and CBP receives 82.63 percent. More detail on the user 

lee, reimbursable workload, and the cost study is in Section 1.1 in the Appendix. 

2 The Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle 

ICE follows the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting and uses the ICE Managerial Cost Accounting (MCA) 

Model to determine full costs of !UFA-related activities in each phase of the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 2  

The ICE MCA comprehensively aligns all of ICE's expenses, including all obligation and expenditure transactions 

for all fund codes applicable to the fiscal year, to ICE's operational phases and processes. ICE identifies seven 

phases which define all activities and mission operations. The "Identify" through "Remove" phases are collectively 

referred to as the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle, encompassing ICE's administrative immigration enforcement 

2  Refer to the MCA Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for further details on the ICE MCA model. 
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activities. The Investigate phase stands alone and encompasses ICE's criminal enforcement activities, though aliens 

are often identified and arrested as a result of a criminal investigation. 

These phases are described below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle phases and descriptions 

1.0 Irvesli Ezatc 
	

Investigating individuals suspected of violating immigration  

laws 

7.0 Idciitit 
	

Verifying the location and identity of inadmissible aliens 

3.0 Arrest 
	

Placing inadmissible aliens under arrest 

4.0 Detain 
	

Detaining inadmissible aliens while they await legal 
proceedings (if applicable) or removal 

5.0 Non-Detain 
	

Case management used to release inadmissible aliens while 
they await legal proceedings or removal 

6.0 Process 
	

ICE's legal representation of the United States during 
inadmissible aliens' lewd proceedings 

7.0 Remove 
	

Removing inadmissible aliens from the United States 

Following the principles of Managerial Cost Accounting, ICE identifies costs as direct, indirect, or general and 

administrative (Ci&A), and allocates them to activities and phases in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. In FY 

2015, 10E's total costs were $6,026,944,026. 

The costs of user fee-related activities represent a percentage of ICE's overall agency operational costs. First, ICE 

determines its total costs and workload, and then identifies the specific workload in each phase generated by 11.1FA 

aliens. IUFA aliens fall into two categories: 

• Those who paid the Immigration User Fee and were inspected at air and sea ports of entry (referred to in 
this document as "ISP aliens") 

• Those who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code (referred to as "1182(a) aliens") 

The cost study takes the [UFA-related workload in each phase as a percentage of total workload and applies those 

percentages to the total costs of each phase. 
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Figure 1: IUFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle process diagram 
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3 ICE programs performing !UFA activities 

ICE claims reimbursement for workload related to two types of aliens: aliens identified at commercial air and sea 

ports of entry (POE) ("ISP aliens-) and aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE 

and are inadmissible under Section 1 I 82(a) of the US Code and are not from the Americas ( I182(a) aliens"). 

There are five ICE directorates and programs that perform IUFA-related activities throughout the Investigate phase 

and the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle: Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Office of Investigations (01), 

HSI Office of Intelligence (Intel), HSI Office of International Affairs (01A), Enforcement and Removal Operations 

(ERO), and the Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA). 

Table 3: Directorates and programs performing IUFA-related activities 

HSI 01 

HSI Intel 

1.0 Iti‘ esti gate • In estigating aliens identified at air and sea 
POE (ISP aliens) 

• Hours spent creating intelligence reports 
disseminated to CBI'. other 	offices, and the 
National] argeting Center to support pre-
inspection and inspection activities at air and 
sea 

HSI ()IA 	 2.0 Identify 	 • 	Identifying aliens who are deterinnied to have 

HSI Intel 	 avoided inspection at an air or sea POE, are 

HSI 01 	
inadmissible under Section I 182(a) of the LS 

Code and are not from the Americas (1 I 82(0 
ERO 	 aliens) 
OPLA 

HSI 01 	 3.0 Arrest 	 Apprehending It. FA aliens 

HSI 01A 	 1 aking WlA aliens into custody who were 

Ek0 	
identified or arrested at air and sea POI. 

HSI ()IA 	 4 Detain 	 • 	Detaining IEFA aliens. inc uding bed space. 

FRO 	 food, health care 

OPLA 

FRO 	 5.0 Non-De 	 • 	Releasing IL:FA aliens on bond or managing 
the A Iternatites to Detention (ATE)) program 

HSI 01A 	 6.0 Process 	 • 	Representing and supporting the gm eminent's 

ERO 	 immigration court case with respect to It. IA 

OPLA 	
aliens 

HSI ()IA 	 TO Remove 	 • 	Removing ILTA aliens ftoni the United States 

FRO 

OPI A 
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Below is a detailed description of the ILEA activities each directorate or program supports. 

	

3.1 	llomeland Securit liiestigalioiis — Office of III estiglitions (01) 

The Office of Investigations (01) conducts investigations that protect the U.S. by deterring, interdicting, and 

investigating threats arising from the movement of people and goods into and out or the United States. 01 may 

investigate and arrest suspected criminal aliens. 

	

3.2 	llomeland Security Investigations Office of Intelligence (Intel) 

The Office of Intelligence (Intel) works with 01, ERO, and CBP to collect and analyze intelligence, produce leads, 

and disseminate intelligence back to these organizations in the form of investigative hours contributing to 

intelligence products. Intel is primarily involved in assisting 01, FRO, and CRP with collecting and analyzing 

information and intelligence regarding specific targets identified before and during the inspections process at air and 

sea POE. 

	

3.3 	Homeland Secu ril s Ins esi igalions — Office or !Meru:Ilion:II fairs (01 k) 

01A is involved throughout the immigration enforcement lifecycle, assisting in investigations of suspected criminals 

overseas, making arrests, assisting with repatriation, and negotiating and obtaining travel documents from the 

inadmissible or removable aliens' country of citizenship. 

	

3.4 	Enforcemeni and Remus al Operalions (FRO) 

Key elements of ERO's enforcement mission are to apprehend removable aliens, to detain these individuals when 

necessary, and to remove illegal aliens from the United States. If GBP turns an alien over to ICE custody, ICE picks 

up the alien from CB P, apprehends the alien, and then makes a detention determination. ICE can either book the 

alien into a detention facility or release the alien on a detention alternative program (i.e., ATD, bond). 

ICE is responsible for providing aliens with detention services and care such as medical services, bed space, and 

case management. The responsibility begins when a detainee is brought into ICE custody and continues until an 

alien is released or removed from the United States. To remove an alien from the United States, ICE coordinates all 

travel documents, logistics, and transportation necessary to send the alien back to his or her country of citizenship. 

	

3.5 	Office of Principal legal 1(1% isor (OP1. k) 

OPLA is responsible for litigating all immigration violation cases that are put before an immigration judge. OPLA 

attorneys prepare cases, attend hearings, advise ERO and HSI, respond to appeals, and file motions. Attorney case 

preparation typically involves reviewing the Notice to Appear (NTA), acquiring any relevant criminal records, 

analyzing evidence, and preparing briefs and testimony for court bearings, 

4 ILTA cost study methodology 

ICE applies a consistent methodology for each phase of the [UFA Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle in order to 

determine what portion of the total phase cost is reimbursable from the IUFA. This section will describe the steps in 

the methodology. 

Step 1: Calculate the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 3: Calculate the IL FA workload of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

IUFA cost study results 

This section will explain the IUFA cost study results for each phase in the Immigration Enforcement Lifecycle. 

5.1 
	

Investigate phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Investigate phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 4: Total cost in Investigate phase 

CIA S I 42.876M34 

Intel S7S.I56,S6S 

Cl S2.026.004.09S 

I otal 52,247.036,999 

01 also makes en minal arrests and administrative apprehensions of aliens, and therefore has costs in the Arrest 

phase. However, because 01's entire workload is captured in the  (b)(n (  hours posted—including hours spent 

making arrests-01's MCA costs from the Arrest phase have been moved to the Investigate phase and combined 

with their Investigate costs. This allows ICE to accurately calculate the percentage of their total workload and total 

costs related to ILEA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Investigate phase 

01 executes investigations within casc categories that are tracked in the  (h)(7)(p) 	 'module. 

Ols operational outputs are the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent 

investigating cases during the fiscal year. 

Intel's operational outputs are intelligence products and their workload is the number of investigative hours during 

the fiscal year. 
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OIA also executes investigations within case categories that are tracked in (b)(7)(E Their operational outputs are 

the investigations themselves and their workload is the number of hours spent supporting investigations. 

Table 5: Total workload in Investigate phase 

OR 	 486S46 investigative hours 

Intel 	 378,709 intelligenec hours 

01 	 11,121346 invcst ative hours 

Step 3: Calculate the ILTA workload of the Investigate phase 

ICE identifies IDEA workload as the number of hours that 01 spends investigating cases with a nexus to air and sea 

POE and the number of Intel intelligence products that contain information regarding specific targets identified 

before and during the inspections process at air and sea POE. 

Prior to turning over an alien encountered at an air or sea POE to ICE, CBP completes a Search. Arrest, and Seizure 

(SAS) incident report within the  (61(71(E) 	. In the report, the GBP 

officer must mark the "Conveyance Type" field with a "C" for commercial air or a "V" for commercial vessel. ICE 

picks up the alien and initiates a case within  (1-11(71( 	Personnel post hours worked to case categories 111 (hi(  

and  (h) (  links the SAS incident report to the appropriate case. 01 runs a report to determine the number of hours 

spent in the fiscal year on each investigative case category where the conveyance type is marked "C" or 

Intel analysts produce intelligence reports and post hours worked in (hi( In their reports, the analyst must mark an 

"IDEA" box with a check if the report is IDEA-related or leave it blank if the report is not RNA-related. Intel then 

extracts intelligence hours marked as IDEA fron 

01A can also search for IDEA workload the same way that 01 does. However, in previous years OIA's IDEA-

related workload has been very small; for the purposes of this cost study it is assumed to he zero. 

Table 6: IUFA workload in Investigate phase 

01A 	 0 hours (assumed) 

Intel 	 53,406 intelli gene° 11019'S 

01 	 408.223 ini cstinative hours 

Step 4: Apply 111FA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Investigate phase 

IDEA-related workload is divided by total workload, and the percentage is applied to the total phase cost. This result 

yields the total IUFA phase cost that is reimbursable.' 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Table 7: IUFA cost in Investigate phase 

486.946 
CIA SI42 	7( 	4 investigative 

hours 
0.00% 

hours 
(assumed) 

378.709 53.406 

Intel S78 156,868 intelligence 
hours 

intelligence 
hours 

]4H0% SI 1.021.776 

11.121.746 408.223 
01 52,026 004,09 investigative 

hours 
investigative 

hours 
3.67%) 574.364j55 

Total S2,247,036,999 585.386,131 

kind H.) phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 8: Total cost in Identify phase 

ER0 5266,186.9 I 6 

()IA 5771.114 

Intel S2,468.434 

OPLA S18,691.470 

'total $288,117,964 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Identify phase 

The total workload in the Identify phase is the number of identifications made in 12 Y15. 

Table 9: Total workload in Identify phase 

Identifications 	 409,574 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Identify phase 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as the number of identifications of aliens charged under section 11 82(a) of the US 

Code who arc not from the Americas. ICE does not claim reimbursement for ISP aliens because (BP makes the 

identification at air and sea POEs. 
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Table 10: IUFA workload in Identify phase 

1dt:1-diOrations 
	

904 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Identify phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

S266,186,916 

5771,144 

52.468,434 

5 1 S.691,470 

S288,117,964 

Table 11: IUFA cost in Identify phase 

409,574 	 904 
identifications 	identifications 

0.22% 

5587.520 

51.702 

55.448 

541.255 

5635,926 

5.3 
	

Arrest phase 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 12: Total cost in Arrest phase 

837.459.050 

825 6.868 

S37,715,918 

Recall that, in the MCA, 01 also has Arrest phase costs, but these have been moved to the Investigate phase to more 

accurately calculate the percentage or their total costs related to IUFA. 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Arrest phase 

The total workload for the Arrest phase is a combination of: 

• Arrests made by non-ICE OHS programs (i.e., CBP and USCIS) and turned over to ICE 
• ICE arrests in that fiscal year 

ICE counts DHS arrests made by non-ICE programs and turned over to ICE by counting the number of detention 

book-ins these arrests generate. Even though another agency made the arrest. ICE incurs costs in the Arrest phase 

for transferring custody of the alien from the other program to an ICE processing or detention facility. 
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Table 13: Total workload in Arrest phase 

Non-I(1 I arrests 
turned over to ICI'. 

ICI:. Arrests 

225.986 

120.700 

346,686 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Arrest phase 

ICE identifies ISP workload as the number of arrests made with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for 

"Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, is not "IS L" (for "Inspections — Land"). 

This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a 

current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the 

alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) workload as the number of arrests f aliens charged under section I I 82(a) of the US Code 

who are not from the Americas. 

The count of both ISP aliens and I I 82(a) aliens includes non-ICE arrests turned over to ICE in FY 2015. prior ICE 

arrests booked in in FY 2015, and ICE arrests in FY 2015. 

Table 14: IUFA workload in Arrest phase 

Arrests 
	

6,175 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Arrest phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 15: IUFA cost in Arrest phase 

FRO 	S37.159,050 

01A 	 S256,868 

Total 	$37315,918 
346,686 	 6,175 
arrests 	 arrests 

S667.202 

54.575 

1.78% 	 $671,777 

5.4 	Detain phase 

Step 1: Calculate the total cost of the Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 
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Table 16: Total cost in Detain phase 

ER() S2.301.2 	.56 

CIA SO 

OPIA S24.268.848 

'Iota' 52,325,534,408 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Detain phase 

The total workload for the Detain phase is the number of days aliens spend in detention during that fiscal year. 

Aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. If an alien is booked into 

detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are counted. 

Table 17: Total workload in Detain phase 

Detention days 	 10.972.513 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Detain phase 

ICE identifies ISP Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens with an "apprehension 

method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, is not "ISL" (for 

"Inspections — Land"). This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry. When a current program code is not 

available in the arrest data, the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies I I 82(a) Detain phase workload as the number of days spent in detention for aliens charged under 

section 1 I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

As above, aliens booked into detention and booked out the same day are given one detention day. If an alien is 

booked into detention in one fiscal year and booked out in the next, only the days that occurred in that fiscal year are 

counted. 

Table 18: IUFA workload in Detain phase 

Detention slaw, 	 382,101 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Detain phase 

IUFA-related workload is divided by total workload, and the percentage is applied to the total phase cost. This result 

will yield the total IUFA phase cost that is reimbursable. 

Table 19: IUFA cost in Detain phase 

ERO S2,301.265,560 580.138,057 

OPLA S24.268,848 5845,126 

Total $2,325,534,408 10,972,513 	382,101 3.48% $80,983,183 
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N n-Del ai ii Phase 

Step 1: Calculate the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 20: Total cost in Non-Detain phase 

ERO 
	

3144, 4( 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Non-Detain phase 

The total workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the fiscal year 

with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives to 

Detention (ATD), bond, being released on an Order of Supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OREC). 

Table 21: Total workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 242.274 
detain programs 

The method of calculating workload used for IUFA produces more detailed data than the workload used in the 

MCA, The MCA estimates the number of days aliens spent on bond and in ATD by multiplying the number of cash 

and surety bonds in that fiscal year by the number of days in the fiscal year (365 for FY 2015). The MCA method 

cannot be used for IUFA because there is no link between the number of aliens on bond and in ATD and that alien's 

identifying or arresting program (which would identify ISP aliens), or that alien's charge (which would identify 

I I 82(a) aliens). The method used for IUFA provides the additional detail to link the number of non-detain book-outs 

back to the method of arrest or the charge. 

Step 3: Calculate the IUFA workload of the Non-Detain phase 

As above, the IDEA workload for the Non-Detain phase is the number of aliens who were booked out during the 

fiscal year with a release reason code that indicates a non-detain program. Non-detain programs include Alternatives 

to Detention (ATD), bond, being released on their own supervision (OSUP), or being released on their own 

recognizance (OR EC), 

ICE identifies ISP Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs in that fiscal year attributed to 

aliens with an "apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or 

arresting program, is not "ISL" (for "Inspections — Land"), This excludes all aliens arrested at land ports of entry, 

which are not related to the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, 

the current program code from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies 1182(a) Non-Detain phase workload as the number of non-detain book-outs for aliens charged under 

Section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 
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Table 22: IUFA workload in Non-Detain phase 

Number of aliens 
released to non- 	 2.559 
detain programs 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Non-Detain phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 23: IUFA cost in Non-Detain phase 

ERO 	S l44.946.708 	242,274 	1,559 non- 	 1.061 / 	SI 30 	8 
11On-detain 	dela in book- 
book-outs 	 outs 

5.6 	Process phase 

Step 1: Calculate the total cost of the Process phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 24: Total cost in Process phase 

1.1(0 5.336.514,194 

()IA S256,6611 

()PI A S 185.566376 

Total $522,337,838 

Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Process phase 

The total workload for the Process phase is the number of events attended by aliens in FY 2015. Examples of events 

include. a master hearing, merits hearing, bond hearing. Or a motion to reopen—each alien with a proceeding could 

have many events. The average number of events per alien with a proceeding is 2.99. 

Table 25: Total workload in Process phase 

Number of events 	 1,375.S02 

Step 3: Calculate the IT FA workload of the Process phase 

ICE identifies ISP Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not "ISL" (for "Inspections - Land"). This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not related to 
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the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies I 182(a) Process phase workload as the number of events in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section 1182(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 26: IUFA workload in Process phase 

Number  
et cut) 

IUFA 
49.964 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the rrocess phase  

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 27: IUFA cost in Process phase 

5.336.514,194 

IA 	 3)256,868 

OPI A 	5185 566376 

$522.337,838 
Total 

1375,802 
events 

49.964 
es ents 

SI2,220.923 

59.47 8 

56.739.030 

3.63% 	$18,969,335 

5.7 	Re IIION e h ase 

The Remove phase consists of the activities related to conducting post-order custody review, coordinating travel 

documents, coordinating travel logistics, transporting the alien to his or her country of citizenship, and completing 

case management. 

Step I: Calculate the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 28: Total cost in Remove phase 

ERO 5460.361.886 

IA 5256.868 

OPLA 863 5436 

Total $461,254,190 
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Step 2: Calculate the total workload of the Remove phase 

The total workload for the Remove phase is the number of removals in FY 2015, including voluntary returns under 

safeguards. This number excludes types of removals, such as voluntary departures, that do not incur any costs for 

ICE. 

Table 29: Total workload in Remove phase 

Number of tvinoval s 	 228.942 

Step 3: Calculate the IC FA workload of the Remove phase 

ICE identifies ISP Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens with an 

"apprehension method code" of "ISP" (for "Inspections") where the "current program code", or arresting program, 

is not IS L' (for "Inspections — Land"). This excludes all arrests made at land ports of entry, which are not elated to 

the Immigration User Fee. When a current program code is not available in the arrest data, the current program code 

from the initial identification of the alien is used. 

ICE identifies I 182(a) Remove phase workload as the number of removals in that fiscal year attributed to aliens 

charged under section 1 I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the Americas. 

Table 30: IUFA Remove phase workload 

Number of removals 
	

4.394 

Step 4: Apply IUFA percentage of the total workload to the total cost of the Remove phase 

(b)(7)(E) 

Table 31: IUFA cost in Remove phase 

S460.361,886 S8,8$5.557 

1)256.666 54.930 

S635436 SI 2 196 

228.942 4,394 
S461.254,190 

removals removals 
1.92%) S8.852,683 

5.8 	Depreciation 

In addition to operating expenditures associated with IUFA operations, ICE must also support the cost of capital 

assets critical to maintaining operations. To calculate depreciation. ICE determined what percent of the total IUFA 

cost represents ICE's total cost, then applied this percentage to the total Depreciation. Amortization, and Depletion 

cost for the fiscal year as reported by ICE in the FY 2015 DH S Consolidated Financial Statements, 
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Table 32: FY 2015 IUFA depreciation 

S6.112T944.1126 L,197 030 ()22 	 3.27b S15 155,599 	 5495.460 

6 	It FA cost by air and sea ports of entry 

In 2012, ICE updated its methodology to separate air and sea Immigration User Fee collections and costs per the 

Government Accountability Office (GAO) "Annual Report: Opportunities to Reduce Duplication, Overlap and 

Fragmentation, Achieve Savings, and Enhance Revenue", and continues to do so for FY 2015. 

The FY 2015 cost study results show that costs at air ports of entry represented $131,038,346, or 63 percent of total 

ICE !UFA costs. Costs from aliens who arrived at sea ports of entry comprised $11,576,768, or 6 percent of total 

IUFA costs. Costs from 1182(a) aliens, who avoided air and sea ports of entry, represented 25 percent of user fee 

costs at S5 1.036,037. 

Because the  (40(7)(F  system used by HSI records the method of conveyance in its seizure and arrest data, the 

accompanying HSI case hours include specific air and sea hours, which arc given below in Table 33 below. 

However, intelligence products and hours do not record whether the alien was apprehended at an air or sea port of 

entry. To attribute an air or sea port of entry to intelligence products and hours. ICE takes the percentage of IUFA 

workload related to an air port of entry from all other phases and multiplies it by the number of intelligence hours. 

ICE's identification and apprehension data marks the point of identification and apprehension as either ISA for air or 

ISS for sea. To obtain the specific air workload for the Arrest through Remove phases, workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program ISA are counted as air workload, while workload related to aliens 

with the identifying or apprehending program 155 are counted as sea workload. 

The total workload for each phase for air and sea are given below in Table 33. 

Table 33: Air and sea ISP workload (excluding I182(a) aliens) 

Investigate  
01 

Arrest 

Detain 

Non-Delan 

Process 

Remove 

Total 
workload 

of total air 
and sea 
workload 

Applied to 
Investigate - 
Intel 

365,812 in30.. 

5,030 arrests 

164.551 detention days 

314 non-detain book-outs 

33.261 events 

3.016 removals 

571,984 

926t,t, 

48,868 intelligence hou  

42,411 investigative hours 	408,223 investigative  

222 arrests 	 5.252 arrests 

8.309 detention clays 	 2.560 detention days 

51 non-detain book-outs 	365 non-detain book 

1,944 events 	 35,205 events 

179 removals 	 3,195 removals 

53,116 	 625,100 

1001). 

4,538 intclIhence hours 	5$.40( 
	

elligence Non 
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The table below shows the air workload and costs for each phase: 

Table 34: IUFA air workload and costs by phase 

1.0 Investigate — 
Office of 
I nterimtional 
Affairs 

1.0 Investigate — 
Office of 
Intelligence 

IA) Investigate 
Office of 
In estigations 

2.0 Identify 

3A) Arrest 

4.0 Detain 

5.0 N 	Detail 

6.0 Process 

7.0 Remove 

Subtotal 

Depreciation 

I ntal 

S142,876.034 

578.156.868 

52.026.004.09S 

5288.117.964 
identifications 

S37.715.91 S 	346,686 arrests 

10.972.513 
52.325.534.408 

SI 44.946.70S 

5522,337.838 

5461,254.190 

48.86S 
intelligence 

hours 

165,812 
investigative 

hours 

0 
identifications 

5..030 arrests 

164,551 
detention days 

314 non- 
detain hook- 

out s 

33.261 e‘ ents 

3.016 remo‘ al s 

(111(01 i) 

	

12.90% 	SI 0.055.233 

329. 	S66.6$8.513 

	

0 0033 	 S- 

	

1 45% 	S547,213 

	

1.50% 	534.875.239 

	

0.13% 	SI 57.559 

	

2.42% 	SI 2.627.592 

	

1.32% 	SO 076 39S 

$131,038,346 

	

1.52% 	5230365 

$131.268,7 II 

378.709 
intelligence 

hours 

11.121.746 
ivesti 	ye 

hours 

409.574 

detentlon days 

242.274 non-
detai n hook-

outs 

1,375,802 
tn eats 

228.942 
remo%aIs 

56,026,944,026 

515.155.599 
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A depiction at how the total identified IUFA costs are divided into air and sea costs is below: 

Figure 2: ICE total and IUFA costs for FY 2015 by air and sea ports of entry 

Millions of Dollars 
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$14.4 Unknown 6.9% 

      

      

       

IUFA Costs 
Source. FY 2015 IUFA Cost Study 

7 Conclusion 

Four key factors had the biggest impact on ICE's total IUFA costs in FYI 5: 

• ICE continued to include aliens inadmissible under section I 182(a) 

• ICE continued its methodology for counting IUFA aliens' legal proceedings 
• ICE Intelligence saw a 56% increase in RIP related workload from FY'14 to FY'I5 

• ICE Detention saw a decrease in overall detention days (-22%) while IUF workload remained consistent 
resulting in an increase in IUF reimbursement for Detain phase programs 

• Legal Proceedings (Process phase) operational data almost double from FY2014 workload, increasing 
User Fee guidance --S1.7m for the primary contributing program, OPLA 

• ICE updated its MCA costing methodology to keep costs in line with the PPA's base appropriation, leading 
to an increase in general and administrative (G&A) cost reimbursement 

The chart below shows the changes in identified costs year over year: 
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Figure 3: IUFA c sts and revenues by fiscal year°  
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8 Appendix 

Continued methadon)* in Ii 2015 

The FY 2015 cost continued FY 2014 methods of capturing ICE operational data and IUFA-related operational data. 

When calculating the percent of ICE workload that is IUFA-related, the denominator is typically total ICE 

operational workload and the numerator is the same workload, restricted to only IUFA cases, which include both 

ISP and I182(a) cases. 

In general, ISP cases arc detemiined by restricting the apprehension method code. to "ISP", or Inspections. To ensur 

no land inspections are included. ICE also excludes all cases where the "current program code" is "Inspections — 

Land" or "ISL". The apprehension method code and current program code are found in arrest records. 

I182(a) cases are determined by finding aliens charged under section 1 I 82(a) of the US Code who are not from the 

Americas. These aliens are assumed to have arrived in the US by avoiding inspection at commercial air and sea 

POE 

The sections below outline the methodology for the fiscal year. Section 9.14 gives more detailed methodology by 

phase. 

8.1.1 	0106 Ina timiyyibiti andel 	t um II 816.6 id Hie t • ( adi 

ICE continued to include aliens who were not identified at air and sea ports of entry, but who were "inadmissible 

under section 1182(a) [of the Immigration and Nationality Act] who has attempted illegal entry into the United 

States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry" as eligible for IDEA reimbursement. 

ICE counted these aliens by finding aliens with a charge code of 1182(a)(6)(A)(i) who were from countries outside 

of the Americas. Their workload was included in the Identify through Remove phases. 

In support of this interpretation of the INA, ICE's Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) states: 

(b)(5) 

8.1.2 	01 	C \1121111‘1. 1111111'S 

For this cost study, 01 searched for all arrests and seizures no matter when they were made, and for case hours 

charged in FY 2015. Because some investigations can span multiple fiscal years, this method allows ICE to count 

the full investigative workload related to IUFA during that fiscal year 
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Figure 4: IUFA Investigate phase workload as percent of total OX investigative hours 
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8.1 .4 	I iign I prucciiiling. 

For this cost study, ICE used data from the Office of Principal Legal Advisor Network (PLAnet), OPLA's system of 

record. Instead of counting proceedings or matters, ICE counted individual legal events. For example, if an alien has 

one master hearing, one merits hearing, one bond hearing, and one appeal, that counts as four separate events. This 

method of counting allows before a much more granular view of ICE's total processing workload and IUFA-related 

processing workload. 

Figure 5: IUFA Process phase workload as percent of total events 
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8.2 	t:ser lee and cost stud \ background 

Individuals arriving in the United States every year are subject to an inspection to ensure they are entering the 

country lawfully, and not transporting any illegal goods, harmful pets, or prohibited agricultural products. The 

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) (P.L. 99-272) authorizes the collections of 

User Fees for various services. According to (1AO-07-1131 Federal User Fees Report, three user fees are issued and 

collected by the airlines and deposited into separate accounts. The amount of the user fees is set by legislation, and 

Congressional authority and oversight is provided by the Judiciary, House Ways and Means, and Senate Finance 

Committees. 

Figure 6: User fees for commercial passengers arriving in the United States through air or sea 

Sour 	W-07-113 I FeticirilI. 

The three user fees are: 

• Customs Air Passenger Inspection Fee: Designed to prevent passengers from bringing illegal goods into 

the United States. These fees arc collected and deposited into the Customs User Fee Account. 
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Agriculture Air Passenger User Fee: Designed to seize prohibited materials and intercept foreign 

agricultural pests. These fees are collected and deposited into the Agriculture User Fee Account. 

• Immigration User Fee: Designed to detect and remove illegal aliens attempting to enter the United States 

through air and sea ports of entry (POE). These fees are collected and deposited in the Immigration User 

Fee Account (IUFA) to cover the costs of Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) activities at or related to air and sea POE inspections. The Immigration User Fee 

Account is administered by CBP and collections are split between CBP and ICE. According to a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOD), the current split is 82.63% to CBP and 17.37% to ICE. 

The Federal hninigration Laws and Regulations handbook under the Immigration and Nationality Act (IN A) 

describes the ICE activities determined to be reimbursable out of the Immigration User Fee Account under Section 

286 Subsection h (2)(A). The statute reads: 

The Secretary of the Treasury shall refund out of the Immigration User Fee Account to any appropriation  

the amount paid out of such appropriation for expenses incurred by the Attorney General in providing 

immigration inspection and pre-inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels and in 

providing overtime immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels; 

(ii) administration of debt recovery, including the establishment and operation of a national collections 

office; 

it 	expansion, operation and maintenance of information systems for nonimmigrant control and debt 

collection; 

(iv) detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States, including training 

of, and technical assistance to, commercial airline personnel regarding such detection; 

(v) providing detention and removal services for inadmissible aliens arriving on commercial aircraft and 

vessels and for any alien who is iimdinissible under section I I 82(a) of this title who has attempted illegal 

entry into the United States through avoidance of immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry: and 

(vi) providing removal and asylum proceedings at air or sea ports-of-entry for inadmissible aliens arriving 

on commercial aircraft and vessels including immigration removal proceedings resulting from presentation 

of fraudulent documents and failure to present documentation and for any alien who is inadmissible under 

section I 182(a) of this title who has attempted illegal entry into the United States through avoidance of 

immigration inspection at air or sea ports-of-entry." 

The INA further states that the money collected Immigration User Fee Account: "shall be refunded at least quarterly 

on the basis of estimates made by the Attorney General of the expenses referred to in subparagraph (A). Proper 

adjustments shall be made in the amounts subsequently refunded under subparagraph (A) to the extent prior 

estimates were in excess of, or less than, the amount required to be refunded under subparagraph (A)" 

ICE's interpretation of the IUFA allows ICE to reimburse the cost of investigations, identifications, arrests, 

detention, processing, and removal of inadmissible aliens who arrived on commercial aircraft and vessels, and for 

aliens who are inadmissible under Section 1 182(a) of the US Code who attempted illegal entry through avoidance of 

commercial air and sea ports-of-entry. ICE specifically requests reimbursement for: 

• Resources that support investigations of aliens identified at an air or sea POE and Homeland Security 

Intelligence Reports supporting CBP inspection and pre-inspection activities. 

• Resources that support identification of aliens who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or 

sea POE and are inadmissible under Section 1182(a) of the US Code 
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• Resources that support the arrest or transfer to an ICE detention facility of aliens identified at all air or sea 

POE or who are determined to have avoided inspection at an air or sea POE and are inadmissible under 

Section II 82(a) of the US Code (e.g., 'UFA aliens) 

• Detention costs for IUFA aliens, including bed space, medical expenses, and transportation to legal 

proceedings and between facilities 

• Legal proceeding costs incurred to represent the Government's case in immigration court with respect to 

IDEA aliens 

• Removal costs for ILIFA aliens, including costs of tickets, escorts, and removal administration 

In addition to the requirement in the INA that ILIEA-related expenses arc estimated and the refund is adjusted on the 

basis of those estimates, OMB Circular A-25 requires that federal agencies collecting user fees determine that the 

user fee charges are sufficient to recover the full cost to the federal government of providing the service. According 

to the circular, full cost is determined or estimated from the best available records of the agency, and includes: 

• Direct and indirect personnel costs 

Physical overhead, consulting, and other indirect costs 

• Management and supervisory costs 

• Enforcement, collection, research, and establishment of standards, and regulation costs 

As a result of these requirements. ICE conducts an annual cost study to determine the full cost of resources 

expended due to investigating, identifying, apprehending, detaining, processing, and removing IDEA aliens. ICE 

also completes a quarterly update based on workload for that quarter and prior year costs. 
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